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CHAPSER I,

'TESTING AND CHILDREN: THE PRO3LE2

A. Statement of the Proglem

This study is an observational OT qualitative in-
vestigatiori, of tests and test-taking among Navajo students
in a Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) *day school. Focusing
on the processes involved in testing and theme development of
.the'idealof tests among'Navajo students, this research
places the test in the context of the world'af the studen
and,the class.robm. In .shOrt, what do Navajo students think
of how- does the Ldea of a test develop, and does .this
affect student performance? What importance do Navajo
students attac4 to tests? .Hol.-.has.the o;pncept of testing
teen taught to the Navajo- student' -)How do .NAvajo students
;iew themselves when they learn '9f their test results? In
this study, testing is being viewed(as an "event" in a
student's educational^career. In anthropological terms,
testing Can be seen as a "rite of pasgage" which a student
must successfully complete in order to move on to the next
stage, grade, or- ,bosiXion within'the institution of s'hcoi
ing. How is the "event" of testing viewed by the Navajo
students and does it affect their attitudes, feelings, and
performanC-e?

In the analysis .of test scores, minority stidents,
including-avajo, sonsistently fall behind their Anglo.
peers in terms of standardised academic,achievement. The
academic level of the students at Red Canyon, the research
site, at all grades is consi,lerably dressed when com-
pared with national norms'. An analysis of the 1979 Cali-
fornia Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) pre-test results reveal-
ed that, taken as'a school, grades two through eight, a
total of 95.33 of the students scored belcv; the national-
average-on-the total test battery. When the data are bro-
ken down 5y grade level, the 'students in the lower grades
are more likely to score closer to grade level than the
older students. Students in'Aecond, third, and fourth
grades are.ger.erally not more than a grade level behind
the norm as measured.by the CTBS. When the students
reach the higher grades, Rowver, they drop further be-
hind. By the time the student reaches the eighth grade.
he or sh.e might 1?e as many as three or four grade levels
behind, according to nationally established norms on the
CTBS.

This problem, of the depressed achievement of minority
students on tests, has previously been examined by,,two
basic methods. The most frequently 'used method has been
to examine the results of the tests. themselves wifh a
psychometric or statistical analysis of tes-ts and test
scores (Coleman, 1966: Mercer, 1972). The othAor method
has been to examine the cultural differences orthe studontz,.

-1-
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relying on anthropological data to support diffenences of
2.arning styleslatitudes, and 'values (Cohen, 1969: Gay ,75

Abrahams, 197.3),

Both of these approaches have been valuable, but,
ultimately, they'do not address the basic protesses in-
vplved in the actual event of testing. To clearly under-
stand tests and testing, it is necessary to acquire a pic-
tur'e of the processes. involved in the eirtnt f tests sand
testing. How dpes the idea of a tes-t develop ,.gong stu-
dents? iyhat processes are involved in a student -.under-
standing of a test? Research which starts with the test
scores themselves obs res or neglects the processes the,
student is involved in up until he or she actually puts
pencil to paper to take a test. How has-a test been pre-

. sented to the student by the'classroom teacher? What .

knowledge of the event of test-taking does a student have,
before he or she sits"down to take a test? Research which
looks at'a student's cultural or socio-economic ba
for explanations of success or failure on tests ad eses
the-poSsible differences with which a73tudent might enter
the teting situation. 'Such researclh analyoes the content
of the test itself as being either appropriate or inappre-
priat,e, acoording)to the student's background._ Again, lid',
tv.er, the processes involved in learning about and develop-
ing an upderstanding of tests and their importance in the
context of the classroom experience are neglected.

,

-This study develops 'a new persPective on the process
es involved in the event of testing among Navajo students
by using qualitative or observational analysis. Testing

6666 be is very c.46-;plex. So far, research has em?ha-
si=ed the examination of only one part of this complex
whole- -the tests themselves and those giving the tests--
to.the neglect of the recipients of the tests, the stu-

,

' dents, To further understand testnig.behavioritself, the
, event af testing needs to:be examined from the perceptions

ofot tne students themselves.

.4* / 4 Academic testing, is widely used throughout our eduta--.
stional system as a tool f9r measuring succes and failure
in school. This testing includes such profjssion lly
published achiel.'empnt tests as the CTBS, Stanford Achreve-

;ment'Test, California Achievement Test, and the I wa Test
of Basic Skills. Also importani in the testing process
are in:class; teacher-developed tests. These tests are

'.used by clas5room teachers to evaluate achievement by
.

sassessing,a studeent's content knowledge. In-clasi\tests
are also used to prepare students for formalied achieve-
ment tests.- In the analysis of test scores, minority and
lower socio-economic class students consistently fall
lehindstudents from the, middle socio-economic; class and

\ -
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the majority culture in tarts of academic achievement
(Coleman, 19'66; Harris, 1976; Jensen, 1974). Currerit

tests are-standardOed on and directed to the .white
middle-class population, mali.ing them essentially unfair
and unrepresentative of children of culturally different 4,

% ,

., backgrounds (Levine, 1976). Cultural differences in ,-
motivatian (Maehr, 19-4; Piersl, 19-7; Ruhland & Field,

,1977) , anxiety level (Phillips, 19i,i;Wittmaie, 19%6) ,

langdage (Harr4s, 1976; Hernandoc,11977)', cognitive style

.5
(Cohen, 1969; Rohwer, 1971), speed an timing 'Knapp, 1960,
Shannon, 197'5), and examiner diffe'ren es (Lefley, 1975) as

well as other factors, are seen as problems hindering the

test pe'rformalre of childen from different cultural
backgrounds. 'This researchNdcSes not, however, explain'
why minority children start out more equal with the dif-
ferences'increasjinge longer they are involved in the

.', schooling process. This seems to suggest the operation
Of'something other than simple cultural biases in the event

of testing. Although research has sho'.n inherent-cultural
t ana economic biases in tests, he use of tests as indi-

cators and certifiers of academic success and failure con-

tinues.
,..,_

lost of the research examining the issue of test bias
, has centered on the content'of the test itself, predominantly

from a psychometrictor statistical point of,view, To),date

no research among any student population has-examined the
"process" of testing from the persoetlive of the students
involved in the event of tessting., Are there certain lessons',
skills,,or attitudes, beyond the factual content of the test,

::hick. reed to be learned in ordeiTto perfort well on tests?
._ For exampl-e, is fruStration a tiecess. ry component in the

developmental-orocess of learnihg about, testing? Wittmaier's
(1976) research shows that low anxiety is a possible indicator

of ;underachievement. If the necessary motivation for success
in testing lacking among certain gToups of. students' Rist

(1978 ) speaks of the importance of becoming "test-wise:
for successfulperformance on test's. How does a child
become "test-wi*e" ox "test-sophisticated"? The types of
questions need to b4 asked in orderto gain ae4earer'
picture of ,the process of testing 'as it relates to the child

from a different culture. ,
.

3. Significance of'tle Study
r

The issues raised in the area of testing and. minority`

students have led to different approaches to' studying and
alleviating ohe inherent biases of tests. -Attempts have

beer made to develop "culture-free" tests, to adapt pre-

sent tests for cross-cultural applications, and,to,develop
distinct tests for particular socio-culturalsgrkups. The

-4 'research by Mercer (1972) goes one, step furt'her.in,a
piychometric study which attempts to rectify the disparity
of test 'scores by developing asocio-c4ltural index creat-

,
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fng pluralistic norms which are then interpreted along
with standardized'normq of the test as bubl,ished4n the e 1
test manuals. Although this research is important, '.t

.

still focuses on the tests themseles 'rather than on
processes and on the "actor," the student. in the event
of testing. In urging tesearchers to vi '. human behavior,,
with relativism, Kagan (1967), states: -

.:Psychology) should begin-to focis its theoriz-
ing and burgeoning, measurement t chnology on
variables having to do with the states of the
organism, not just the qualitysiof the external. 44
stimulus. The later events can be currenti
objectified with greater elegance, but the_'
former events seem to by of more significance,

4
(p. 111)

.

.

In other words, he is arguing i. need for "actor"-orientedo
research. iThe signifitance of' the event-, in this study--
testing--can only be fUlly realiied by examining the in-
ternal state of the organism, or the students thimseIves
as;test:takers. A .

. -..,...

it is the aim of this study'ito establish information
that.will help to chartge the one-demensional way testing

,--"e'

s viel.ed and, therefore, aid in developing procedures and
insights to help educators in the analysis and evafl;ation
of their students. Hence, failure to /perform adequately
on a test might be Connected to a failure to intetpret the
importance of tests in schooling, ratheq- than si_ lv a lack
of knowledge of the content of the test itself.

An awareness of the'range of perceptions and values
of students from diltersd cultural 'groups concerning test-"
in.cz atld asessment 4s'necAsary,f.ii)r educators ,if they arc
to mord.ef"fectively meet the needs of these students.
With the\informatin from this study, the teacher of such
students :Ttight be better equipped to-intdsrpret and use tests
in assessig i'ndiviidaal performance. Although this study
centers on the NaZajo student, it is hoped that it will
generate a ne"'w, perspective on tai that will focus at-
tention/7n thevorocesses involvedLin testing among other

.

minority and socio-ecpnomi grodps.

Chapter Ong of this study as outlined the state-tent
4..f.,a particular' research problem 'And the. datd supporting the
need for this kind of research. Chapter Two presents the
theoreticaand methodological design for the present study
and describeS the school setting at Red C4yon. Chapter
'Three covers the environment and context of the'testing event
which includes teacher involvement Oith these students:. their
concerns, feelings, and attitudes. hapter Four n devoted
exclusively tb the students at Red C neon: their definitions, ,''
ideas, and feelings surrounding tests and testing. The last

-4-
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chapter ; this study, Chanter Five, analv:es observation's
, and inte views with the tes givers and test-takers, both

teacher and students, cons rniv the
s
event.of tgstinc.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD9LQGY

A. Theoretial De*sign

,Although children are acquainted evaluationof
their behavior :through parent approval d\discipline;.it
i 3 not untilientenihg school thAt they cep formal evau,

I ) ation in the form Of classroom tes-tinc This research
project examines, )6y\ethnogrphi-c_o-rc t ve research
methods, the procOsses involved in the es-tin situation of-

*0 Navajo Children.. It is based on data collecte during a
year and a-"half, f field t.-ork in an all-Navajo ureau of

,,

Indian Atfairs BIA) day schdol. '

i -

. Tests are imposed on a student from "above" ,and this
ttest ngs-ituation has traditional y been interpreted in an
"etic' manner. This etit-approac 'is concerned with the
assessment of an outside observer :.ho 'may or may- not have
t'F:ie._same'categories as the stUdens 4.eing observed. That

V
is, tests are given and analyzed by teachers, administra-
tors, and researchers with little input or regard for the
student's perceptions of the event: Therefore, etic state-
ments may bear little relation to the student's notion of

what is significant, real, meaningful, or appropriate.
.Kagan (196') emphasizes this problem in' research on human
behavior which ignores the information the subjects th4-
selves have to offer. _

.

:

An "emit" approach, en the -other hand, is an attempt
to view the situation'or event from the perspective of .that
group'or culture; An emit approach to purposes', goals,

: motivations; -and attitudes is prgmised on the a,ssumption
that, with,,,,respect' to the actor-4nd the observers it is
the dctol wily is better able to know Ilis or her on

.., inner state.- Under this approach it i.. also assumed that
information concerning'the actor's inner state is essential

-,-,

for- n understanding of his
,

or her behavior and for a

C

prop r- n. description of the culture or situation in which h.e

or h e participates (Harris, 1968). Emic study, according
to Edtv4rd Sapir:

.

helps one'to appisecia;e no only the culture
of language as an ordered whole; but it helps,
owto understand the individual actors in
tich

t

life-drama--their attitudes, motiVes,'
interests, responss, conflicts,tand person-

44"ft

, ality development. (in Harris, 1968, p. 57-1)

---...-------
The use of an emit approach in this ree.,a1/.;,ch is, therefore:-. .

impaTtant in trying to understand tests d:t.estintg from .

.

,

.

,An example o f moving from the "etic" to th "e t 1

-'- II':

Tproach.in examining' dropouts was uspeby Wax (1967) . he

--: ,
. A

the perspectit-e of trire student.:

10
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approached tie prOblem of the dropout among the Og.lala
Sfou'x by asking the,students themselves, why they were drop-
ping out rather than merely accepting previou's-ly acctepted
adult, assumption4,,and research reports,, iyhich held thatithe,

a\

:dropout disliked and voluntarily rejected school. Wax's
research reported that many of:.the dropouts stated ex-

,_plicity that they did not'vrishto leave school and that they
saw themselves aA'"pughoutsu of "kickouts" rather than
"dropouts.."dropouts'.;' Thisemic approach, focusing on'the "actor,"
was utilized in this research tP examine the process of '

testing and tie Navaj.o studeri-t. k ,

B. Research Site
,

.)

The research site was ,an all-Navajo BIA day school
of approximately '_10 students, itrades kindergarten through
4eighth, located on the Navajo reservation. ,Throughout this
report the research site will-J6e referred to as Red Canyon.'

The community of Rd Canyon, is comtrised of appro.;(,i-
mately 2,000 people. A'large metropolitan city is located
within 50 miles Of Re& Canyon. The average family income
in the community is very low, with wages deriving primari;.y
from work in the local mining industry, comraunit{scilool,
and arts and crafts work at home. Some individua.ls'commute
to the metropolitan city for jobs. The school is the

'largest employer iff community.ommunity.

The Red Canyon.schbol was first established in the
1930's as a boarding school. In the 1960's ,it .was con-
verted to a' community day school. Uhti1 several years
ago, the school only serviced-students in grades kinder-
garten'through fifth. If has now expanded to accommodate
the sixth, 'seventh and eighth grades, and recently was
expanded' further to iii,11.1de the n1 th grade. The community
is 'attempting to add-a high school to thp educational com-
plex in the near future. (

C. Data Collection

Qualitative data were gathered in a srangtof class-
rooms from first through .eighth grade, with primary data
gathering occurring in the second-, third-, and fours -'
'grade levels. These data included teacirers' explanations
of thse need and LirpQe of testing, students' pei'ceptions
\.and feelings concerning testing, and extensive claroom
observations. In additIori to o1assroom.observations and
informal discussiamsindividual idtervdews were conducted'
with a saMp4,e of students and teachers.

.

To understand the event of testing from the perspec-
=tive of the student, -a conscientious effott 'was made by the
researchers to word the qustions to elicit emic s.tatements
rathor than working them:.with pre established assumptions 7-

about'tests and how children respond to them. Questions
were often very broad, allowing the ..students to describe

-a.
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they event accordinJgttoo her own perceptions. Fr- example,
rather'thlin "Do'you feel go6d qr bad when you ?..%'a -

_test?" children were probed with more open -ende queries
such as, "Tell me how you feel wHen you are going. to take,
a test." or "Pretend ,you are just getting readyoeb.take a.
:test in'Njr,. a's class. Can you describe to rip how your
bqdy .feels before you are' going to take'the test?"

'It cliuld not `be assumed that the meanings of terms.
used by both the researchers and the students.were identical.

spoke of this prnhlem in etIlInnaranhy:

Language. . .functions to create and 'express
a cultural,reality. When ethnOgnaphers do not

. learn.the language, but instead depend on inter-
pieters., they have great difficulty -learning hots.
natives think, how 1-,hey perceive the world, and
what, assumptions they make about human experience
. .As a translatiOn, ethnographic descriptions
should flow from the, concepts and meanins
native to t hat scene rather than coriceps...s devel-
oped the ethnographer. (Spradley, 19,'9, pp.
20; 2

Hence,4 the searchers also' sought to eliN:it -the student's
own d'efinition of words, rather than assuming a child
shared their definitions. When the child used the horn
"test" Or "grade," the researchers probed to obtain the
child's,definition of the word with "What is. a test?" or
"Can you tell me what a grade is ?" " In creating a descrip- .

-tion of the testing event according to tile perceptionsof
the children at Red*Canyon, the researchers made a conscien-
tious effort to describe the situation as verbalize,d by
the children. :

\ FotMal ineerxiews were also conducted hith the teach-
. 'ers and'tacher aides from the second-, third-, and fourth-

giade classreoms. ,The question,5, here also,worded' with em ,c
methods- in an attetipt to avoid assumptions by the reseaxcl,-h-

_ eis. Sample questions were: "Tell me about tests and your-
st dents." and "Describe to me what happenshen-you give
a test in your clalsroom*.i'

.

In diicussing methodology in psychological .anithro:
pol. ay,

.

Edgerton speaks of using picture projection eer-
cises: "TAT-like picture ,stimuli-have beeri-found useful
irth*investigation of attitudes, values, beliefs, and
role- ehaVi4r of many sorts--all viewed-as social and cul-
tural pheRdMena rather thansexpressions of 'individual 9:1'
'grou0, psychodynamits.or (Edgerton; in Narroll & Cohen,
1973, p. 341) Durikg the-second forma interview, there.e°'

--fore th researchers utilized a picture projectiom!exer- .

_cis. our pictures were used during the interview, all
depittin young Navajo student,s...-(See Appendix X for pic'
turesj The students/ were asked to talk about the pictures .

.

. --,. . .

8 %,
I
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-in'ginera.1 and. theta asked pSi-t Z.-Ular west( 'centering
aroundst.s. Students were a so asked how-the ,c.iidren-
depicted in the pictui-es would-b2 'faeling if they ere tak-

),

ing .-*.mc* and then.hnw tWey th-McAlVei 1:Innld fee if they
were th student.in the,picture. this' projection kercise

/was uti i;ed.to see if.the.students! ."projected" atements
of)ideas and feelinl would. mdtik_oz'add to the in ormation
they had ore.viousl given in thirst set of in ale views.

. ,

.Student resp,Rses,from the interviews did. h w some
'variation- even wit in grade levels. 'Thil variat o was
slight'; in most ea es; with 'only one or two stu.en s re-

sponding distinct M different' fromithe rest of he stu-
dents . Therefoe,r'qh* researA.ers!feel it is ov n 11, to gen-

erali:e within he grade levels in;describing Oe student:'
perceptions of ests hnd testingfr /

D. Research Sample /;

As the P.krpose of this research was to ejxami e the
processes inyolVedivtudents' learning about tes s and

.
testing, the data,gat, g centered on the lowe

r
tlemezdi

..

tar- grade levels. Canyon administers ,a sta atdifill
achievement-t4st,.the Carfornia Test 'of aasi-S.kills,-
(C1.35), twice a year tin a ades iwo through, eiiht. ilie CTBS

,.is used by the' school to eter.mine grade promotion. Due to
. :the abAence of standardiz d testing and lack Of formal

classroom testing at the first -grade revel, the researchers
centered prindry'data-gathering efforts in tale second:,
/ -

.

*nird-,and fourth-ire rlacsrnnric,
1

.
The-foflowing charts list the populatioiat each of-

. the grade levels.as well as the student sample uged for in-
depth, form41 interviews.. The teachers were not involved in
selecting the students to be interviewee. Students a,t each
of the grade levels volunteer to leave the classrOom with
the researcher for the Eormal 'interviews. As this researcher

.had been "present .in the cIassrooir.S for svc months prior to-:
the first interview, the students were familiar,withiliker
and seemed eager toe-participate in the interviews. Itteri
views ranged from ten to fifteen minutes and were tape-

permission.
.

1 reciSlided- with the students' peTmission. Verbatim-tran- ''

' scriptions were obtained from the tapes. ,,..Alon,g.w.ith the
observational data these served as the data base for the
research resultS that. follow ri this report.

,
.

. .

In additiOLIJO\the forT4 interviews with stude.nts and
teachers .througlkoutothe project, the researcher informally
talked to_all'of the students in the second, 'thi.rd and fourth
grades as.weli as with some' of the other studen 'a, other
teachers, staff, and sc ol administrators.

.
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A
.RFD CANYON STUDENT POPrLAT/ON:

tLASS'SJZE AND SAMPLE SIZE

ScHOOPYEARS 1979-80 AND 1980-81
.

Grade'Enrollment

r

'. Class

First
rhteryieW

Second
Interview

kumber of Students Number of Students

,

Second:

Third

Fourth/

26

26.

23

,

%.

.

18

14

17

'

,

r

.

10

16
ea

Third Pnteryiew

Grade
Class

'Enrollment

Naigir of Students.
. in.terviel,ed

Second

Third

,
FOurth 1:

Fifth

23,

2,.?

26

27

5

L
el-5 e

5

5

E. /Student Academic Levels' and Promotion Policy

As prey ly mentioned in Chapter One, the aca mic

'level di the is at Red 'Canyon. as determined by tests

is considerab Alen compared with' other students, a

total of 95.8% of these- t1,4nts scored below' the national

aytrage as measured by he'OTBS, However, Red Canyon, which

is a BIA ch0o1,-is reqUir.ed to follow -the BIA agency

',regulations tO student promotion. This policy restablished

grade -level guidelines, -as measured by the CTBS, whichistu-

dents have to attainbefore they are promoted. These rlevels,..

moreover, are rising each year in an attempt to strengthm

the acidemic.credibility of the educational program. If

student's, regardless of their classroom perforMange, do not

meet ,the requited grade level', they are retained in their

present grade. The chart on the following page outlines

these levels.

(

-10- '
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BIA AGENCY PROMOTION STAND: RDS 1

Student RequiTed GiBS G.14de Leve for Promotion.,
-Grade Level 1979-1980 1980-1981

Second. .1.9
ti

2.1

Third 2.5 .2.84.
/,11,

Fourth 3.1 3:1

Fifth 3.5 4.0
A

Sixth 4.0 4.5

Seventh
*

4.5 )4, 5.0

Eighth 4 5.4

F. The Classroom Se;.ting
z'

Most students at Red Canyon in eac'h grade, kindergar

OW ten through fourth, are in the'same classroom with one
teacher throughout the school day. Students requiring re-
medial work leae their classrooms for short periods of

time to work in either the Language, Reading or Math Labs

or with the special education teacher. in grades

five through eight rotate from class to oass t9 receiVc
instruction from teachers specializing in various subjects

such as science, soeial studies, physical education and
health, home economics, math, industrial arts, and lan-

guage arts.

Althou h-the schedule varies slightly throughout the

year, Ahe 1 4er-grade level students usually start school

at 9:00 a spend their mornings working in the subject

'area- of/language arts. Most teachers have their classes
divided into groups according to academic ability. The

teacher works separately on the daily language lesson with

one group at a time, usually in a semi,-circle located away
from the center of- the classroom. While the teacher is
working with one group, the rest of the class is engaged in

various seat work assignments. These students are assisted
by the teacher aide while the classroom teacher is working

with the different individual groups.

All of the lower-grade le 7744tudents have a shoil re-

cess, lasting fifteen to thirty minutes, during the middle
of the morning, and then they return to their classroom to
continue with their language arts or math,instruction. The

students' lunch break is apprcaimately one hdur, and then ,

'they return to their regular classroom for further instruc-

tion in language arts or in science, social studies, or 7

art. The students' school day ends at either 2:30'or



.

Class.s_i:es vary from 20 to 30 students. Most of the -"*

teachers at Re4.Canyon are Anglos howser, each classroom
in all of the grades at.Red s'Canyo ha a -bilingual' avajo
Leacher aide. Altust all uf the eacher aides are Navajo
men and women from t local coo nits. I most cases the

. aides have workedxtirt e school or at least five vaars.
During the.f.irt year of this study, all employees at the
school were BIA-contracted employee's. 'Some of these ev
ployees hag' been.with the BIA for a considerable time and
many had taught,or worked at other reservation schools.
In the summer of 193(1, -,the local school board gained the
authority to contract its own employees for the school.
All new'teach4s-ondsraff hired aftel'this'time are non-
BIA employees: _During- the first year of this research,
the turnover.,in'the staff as a whole was very high: eleven
resignotionS ,ehroughoutAhe/gear out .of a staff of approxi---
matery 30 people.

In each of the classrooms, the teachers have attempted
to-create a pleasant environment for theill students'. &lack-
board's are decorated by the teachers ,nd teacher aides and
changed at, teat once a month. The 'classrooms are small,
but teachers try to provide an area in which the students
can move away from their desks.and sit and read or play
with educatiOnaflames. Some classroom materials are
chosen by the teaEher and purchased through the BIA agency,

1 '' 1, ' 1, 1
vat. acnoo,. as,ninistration as cnoson te main .anguag_
arts curriculum. This -consists of two different reading
programs: both are.designed especially-for the non-native,
ErTglish-speakiu,student. Although the/students are all
Navajo, there are .very fe.., bilingual or`Moultural class-
room materials. The students are repeatedly encouraged to
speak English alla are frequently scolded or loseclassroom
tokens (whicla- can be exchanged --gin the class store for
school suppliceSavand pries) for speaking in Navajo.

1

One of the'researchers spent most other time duriAg
the year and a,half of field work observing the daily activ-
ities in the second-, third-, and fourth -grade classrooms.
In each of ,the classrooms, a location was chtsen from which_
she could clearly see the students at their desks while at
the same time maintaining the least sruptive position
possible. .Inthe second-grade classroom the researcher sat.
next to the pencil sharpener. This area of the classroom
removed 4er from the center of theclOss while at the same
time all6wirig herconstont contact with the students. The

1. peneil.sWarickner is a popular and busy location in the
classroom and have the researcher the opportunity t talk
informallyoto all of the studentsion a regular basi In

the third- and fourth'-grade classrooms, she sat td. the

side' of theclasses, next to the spellifiii-grade chart.

-1-
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Because students fiequently visited the spelling chart to
count their stars.for.perfect performance, the researcher
-was also able to talk informally to.the,vudents in Sloth,
of these classrooms. ifn all of these classes, when-the
teacher was working0-4-ifth the individual morning reading
groups, the researcher moved around the room balking to and
assisting the other students with their seat work 1 This
enabled her to establirsh rapport with the students as well
as to assist the classroom teachers and aides.

Because this 1..'as an emic study--seeking students' per
ceptions of events they encountered.in'school-- the re-
searcher-spent recess and lunch'on the playground with the
.students. Students became very familiar with her and re-
sponded to hex,as a friend rather than, another teacher,
often questioning her as to 'where she was when she was not
at'the school and sharing their problems with family,
friends, and rivals.

It was only after observing the classrooms and School
for six months that the questions and ideas to be eXploreu
during the formal Phterviel-:s w9re formulated. The most im
portant questions of the entire research, in fact, grew out
of a graduaPrealization that there was a game-like atmos--
phere among the younger students dulifig the testiemt(
and an open excitement and lack of anxiety surroufidM,6
tests. Among the older students, the testing situation
seemed to be different. Rather than asking the students
about this difference she was observing, the researcher
posed the questions during interviews in a ely open -%say ,

asking the Students to define and describe tests and test-
ing in their own words, with ;heir own ideas as to what was
hapwning.and wh7 it waS happ1ning. The results from these
formal interviews served to generate more questions and
ideas which were then used to'continued.informal dialogues

,-17T-th the students on the-playground and in the classrooms.

h. Research Limitations

This study examined the process of testing anA the de-
velopment of the idea of testing at one school attended by

only one group, the Navajo., Generalization to other ethnic

groups or to Native Americans ine.rtral cannot necessarily
be assumed. -This research has'produced a destription of
how these particular Navajo children responded to testing and

lassessmenin the classroom. The researchers felt a de-
tailed, concise description of only one group, in this case
the Navajo, would s'erve to,produce a prdvocative, explora-

tory study which could therNbe utilized as a basis for faY-
ther researc in this area. 'However, since this study did
not involv another goup and, since the variations 1 thin

most ethni 'groups are considerable, 'the researchel annot
necessril state that these responses are particul rly

-13-
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"Navajo" or that ; responses are "different" fromthose
of children from other socio-economic or ethnic groups.
This situation does,not invalidate the reported findings
but. Id.thel l imi tJ them Lu and piaLe them within the Lon text'
of the research site.: a small, rural,Navajo community
school.. Rather than limiting the significance of this st-udy,
therefore, the findings support the need for futhe re-
search among Other groups on the area of student perceptions
surrounding thl event of-testing.

r

L
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'CHAPTER III

TEACHERS: TEST-GIVERS ANT) THE ENVIRONMENT
(D THE TESTING 'EVENT

Test-taking for the students in this study .occurs in' the
environment of the classroorl, tinder the'direction of the class-
room teacher. This chapter describes 'this environment as
verbalized by 'the teachers and from researcher observations.

%, hat occur's in'tlie classroom environment with the teachers.
places the .students in tV'conitext in whiCfl/they experience
the event of testing. The students', percept4ons; ideas, att:-
tudes And values can therObe examined in the environment in

thev,Noccur.

The feacherA and teacher aides here interviewed with
questions focused on/how they presented tests to their stu-
dents; 1. ,4fuen... s, ow their students responded to in-class testing: and

.

1

how the'.' themselves' interpreted their -tudents' feelings, con- -

erniN'tests, assessment, and grades. Like those for the
students, the -ques'tions were worded in. an attempt to avoid as-
sumptions by the researchers and here often very.broad, ftllow
ing the teachers and-teacher aides to describe *he *eqlng
e.ent ac_LorL:in-g to theil whir pel.:.eptions. 'late-I-views wefe

taped and later transcribed verbatim. A total of seen teacil-
- ers and three tvazher aides were interviewed. These inter-
views included the second,, third-, and fourth-grade teachers
and their aides;, as, well as the 'upper-grade level math, social
studies, science an language arts teachers.

Throughout-this jtudv, the teachers are broken into.t.,o
groups: the lower elementary, which includes second, third \
and .fciurth grades, and the upper elementary, which includes
all et the ffepatmentaliced teachers working with the students
in grades five through eight., in-depth observations oc-

- curred in the_s*cond-, third-, and fourth-grade classrooms,
and these teachers are ofte6 referred tom- separately in this

- study. The teachersin grades five through eight are collec-
eiVefy.referred to as the "upper-grade.level teachers.- ,A
researcher spent time observing in all of the teachers' class-
rooms,and teachers at all levels were obderved giving in-class
tests to their students.

A. An Ideal- Typical Model of Testing

'T achers; school administrator5, and test-developers all
seem to carry around in their heads an "image" of the testing

- situp ion, which is apparently different from that of the stu-
dents inphiS s1udy. This "image," which comprises tests as a
mode of evaluation, can be seen, in terms of an
"ideal-typical model of testing. The 'ideal typical" model, .

as outlined by Max Weber (1947), is introduced her'e*for the
purposes of examining the specific event of testing. Accord-In.:

-15-
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to Web-er, an "actor" d s not merely respond to stimuli but
makes an effortito-conform to certain "ideal" rather than ac-.
tual.pait. ru of LuhUuti.L. ie'ver says,

T e construction of.p. purely rational course of
action . . serves the socicrlogist as "a type
. . . . By comparison with this it is possible
to understand the hays in which actual actifon
is influenced by irr tional factors of all
sorts . . . in that hey account for the devi-
ation from the line f conduct whic'h would be
expected on the hypo hesis that the action were
purely rational. (W ber, 1947, p.

This model will be used to convey a picture of ghat the teach-
ers believt should occur in an "idpl" testing situation. The
data fvm can then be. examined and analyzed ac-
cording to,how well this i formation fits. or differs fr9m this
"ideal-typical" model.

Schooling as an institution in our society is an ac-
cepted, even integral, part of child development. E,'.-en though

* a child'is receiving an education at his or her hone prior to
.entering school, the school is seen as the major formal edu-
cating institution in our society. Progress in this insti
tion is measured either by teacher-developed tests or -=t,n.4-
ardized te;ts. Isolate4 have tried to abolish 'tests
or modify testing formats but tests, in varying formS, remain
the primar tools of assessment in our schools..

In the "rdeal-typical" mode', tests serve three func-
tions: to give the teacher an objective measurement of the
Csttdents' progr'ess in the classroom, to give the students an
instrument to determine wkdat they have and have not 'learned
n the classroom, and to give the school an overall measure-

ment of the students' progress is the school:1 The school can
/tili :e .test results to determine areas of iris- tructional
strenith's and weaknesses. The teacher can utilize test re-,
suleswto *determne knowledge students possess and areas in
which students reed further assistance. Students can utilize
the results of their tests for seeing what they.have learned
and what they still need to learn. In this ideal model, a
test becomes an instrument for judgihg progrW" and providing
assistance to rectify a lack of knowledge,

Tests are pregesited to students b,ftheir.teachers. In

the case of major standardized tests, a person other than the
regular classroom teacher may administer the test. However,
the test is an activity that eAnates fr9m and under the di-
rection of, he classroom teacher. In t}(is ideal model the
classroom Zeacher would explain the importahce of jhe up-coming
test to the students. This information.mig;ht include a state-
hent that the test'is an important activity to ssess whet the
student does and does not know., The teacher might also advise .

the students to try as hard as they can on the test. Along

-16- 1
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, with this instruction as to the
N

asignificnce of the event of
a

testing, the tdacher would also nstruct tfie student; a: to
. correct test-taking behavior.' Thi,sjrnformation would inckude

the rules of test-taking, 'such as no talking, cheating, or
excessive body movement. The teacher Would explain why this
behavior is, important, given what a test_ is supposed t.p be.

°' The rules surrounding the physical-requirements of test-taking
may vary in minimal ways from teacher, to teacher. Some teach-
ers require. student desks to be separated whet taking a test
while other,ss may require students to physically cover their
papers to aid cheating or copying: Within these variations,

s the message to the students is the same: during a test, one
does not lolokat another student's paper, talk, or move pne's
body in aR excessive way for a

t

test is an instrument fior
mea4uring individual progress. ,

di
In this ideal model, students would alfeadv be familiar

with. testing as a part of tchooling: These students would
readily understand and acctpt tests as a necessary part of
the schooling procesi.( This knowledge might have come from
older brAthers and sisters who themselves have learned of the
importance of tests from their own experiences. Parents, hav:
ing accepted the importance 0.-(schooling and suLLes aa de-
termined by tests, might also transfer this knowledge to their
children prior to the child's entry into school. The child
who comes into the schooling experience with a prior,under-
standing of the importance of tests for success_ in schoo'l
might approach the testing el;-ent with more seriousness and
less confusion than a:child without this information. The
child who enters schpl- ,wiSh a lack of this understanding
might more readily approach'a test as 'si'mply another activity
or event that hag a distinct set of rules.

As the child, following the ,ideal-typical,Dodel, accepts
the importance of,a test in his or her school experience,
there is a desire to perform well on tests. As the child
strives to achieve, he or she develops a measure of concern
when confronted with taking a test. The child is aware of the
significance of testimand may exhibit, in varying degrees,
concern and anxiety when performing on a test. The reason for-
this unease might be connected to an understanding that this
event is a jIdgment of personal self-worth and achievement, lie
and that teachers and parents will judge the child according
to his or her performance. For the child that does not under-
stand the importance of tests in school, anxiety or concern
when taking a test might be considerably lower'than that for a
child with a formal understanding -of testing. This child,
might approach taking a test with less pressure or anxiety due
to a lack 'of and rstanding of the consequences of rest failure. j

These ele,ents of the "ideal-typical" testingsituatioli
represent an image" of the significanCe of testing for teac-
ers. The teachers and administration at Red Canyon seem to
function on this "ithage" of testing and assume their students,;
share this understand g of .testing. i

rr
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,Teacher.Presemt on of TeS-ts

All of the_toachor-3- wero:asked,-"Can you describe w1
hamenswhen you give test" ", and "Can you tell pe how you
present a test' to your StudentA,?" They responded' with a de-
scription of their directio0 i6 the students before a test.
In all cases the teachers red. a110 having given technical,
lirocedural, or "how to" instructions to the students. This*
re-test inftrmation covered the "do's and don'ts" surrounding;
proper .test-taking behavior, .'such as no talking, no cheating,'
and the removal of all materiltlf froriii the students' desks. The
third -grade teacher describedher instructions to the students:

It is now time for us'tbstake the test. So we're ;

going to take the test'within a matter of minutes
and you have maybe five or ten minutes to review
your notes. Everything must be put away.' You
should have out pencil only and eraser if you need
it. From _there we may review-how to take the test.
For instance, if it is a multiple choice test, then
I'll explain to them that there are .tree possible

.answers, and they should select only ore. Once I

begia the, test, no talking-allowed and we proceed
from'tnere,

Lacking in all of the teachers' responses.was'any explanation
.orf why the students were taking" the particular test, the -.-sug-
.nificance of the test, or.any.verbal encouragement to the itu-

t r11=,-'

did indicate that they here coccerned about the student' per-
\ formance on tests and in turn tried to help the lAvdents to

achieve well on tests:this area of information lip not -ien-
tioned when describing theirpresentations of tests to the
students.

glassro6m observations of-testing situations confirmed
the,absence of any information other than that surrounding
proper: physical ortechnical behavior test-taing. Al-
though teachers varied as to how the class was organized Sur- .

'irg th:e.t.esting:event, teachers were observed to be consistent
in the informati.on:they provided to the students b4;,f e test-
taking. This infotmation included the proper label.ng the

test papetiand rues surrounding cheating or ,.
ring and talk-

ing. Abstnt from:most of the tes ng s io s ob erve was
the transmission :of knowledge to. he students y th te. hers
which might lt4dlto the understgn ing of Fie "w or signifi-
cance of the test. they were %bout to take. It seemed to be
assumed at all levels that the students under ood why they
were taking tests and therefore needed only in rmafiEnits to
how to take tes'ts from the teachers. The followi description
man,observatjon during a vteitly spelling testain strates
this phasis:bn the technical aspects of test-taki :

,,_22
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The teacher" wrote each of the ten sp lling :,a,r(ds
''On the board,fiaT _student review. Th teach
and class would reciteaword whichlstn
erased. ,The students would then, repe t the
erased_ word and 416.11 it from memory. Thi.spro-
cedure was repeated with each of the ten wards".

-.The teacher. then, passed -out pre-cut half. sheets_
of paper for the test,-asking the students.s to
take out their pencils. Teacher: "Put your
names an your-papets," as he walReS'around the
room checking to see if each stu ent had prop.erly
labeled his,test. Aide: :"No,sP fling words are
to be an your desks." Teacher,: ".,cimber Your

# 'papers one to ten. This is a test. This means
you are not to look on someone else!s paper. It:

,(aide) sees anyone looking at another paper we
will take your paper and tear it up and throw it
away in the wastepaper basket, and you will not
pe allowegi to go to recess but instead will have;
o stay in the room and take the testa Doe's any-

, onew1nt toi, ay in durin.g recess and take the
test?" 'Stu nts: "4c0- The teacher and aide .
contivally :. asked ardund the classroom durinc4
the test r minding the students to keep their
words coy red. The'st.udents appeared very_pro-
tective f their papers at tomes, although they
fr quen 1!: strained ta,examine each other's pa-
per d-at the same time expose their own pa-
pe s At the conclusion of the test' one.stu-
dent at each of the tables pilled up the
in7 'test papers and gave them to the teacher .#

,

aide. (Researcher Field Notes, 1980)

Abs nt/rom most observied testing situations, such as the one
descri)bed above, was the transmission of any formal informa=
Lion as to the importance or significance of .a test.

C.;La eling the Testing Event

The use of the label "test" to define the-classroom
eveszt :aried from teacher to teacher. Generally; the second-,
third-, and fourth -grade teachers used the word "test" to des-

. ignate the event as different fr,gin other classroom activities.
these teachers sometimes use theOard "quiz." However, they
all felt the two words were intetthangeable to the student
and carried the same meaning4for them. .When asked about t
students' responses to the use of,thetword "quiz" rather than
"test," the third-grade teacher said, "They don't get upset or
anything, it doesn't faze them A all. It's just another class
of work." When asked how the children differentiated regular
classroom activities from a test, the second-lgrade teacher re
sponded, "Well, to me, I think a test to theq is what the
teacher says it is. 1,f thefra'Tacher says that we are going to
take a test, then I-think they think that we are going to
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review something that we have already done before." The third
grade teacher 'aide indicated that the,stud4nts,identified
test as occurring, "at the end of.the week, whereas-qui:1.es

' andfegular clas room lessons occur during the rest of tHe
week." In.gener ;, the teachers in the lowertelemerstary level '

used thie ,word 'te t".14th their stAents:td identify an activ-
ity-that frequently 2ccurred at the end of the week, during
which time students were not to talk, look on.each others' pa-
pers, br, have other materials on their desks.-

While the teachers at the lower-elementary level did not
hesitate to use the word "test" to define the classroom activ:
ity, the teachers in the upper-grade levels utilized'other
tercets to define the event.' The reasons for the avoidance or
limited use of the word "test" centered arlpnd either the-at--;
tempt to alleviate students' supposed test anxiety or to. as:
sure adequate attendance on test 'day. .n upper-level teacher
admitted avoidi 0- use of, the wor4,1"test" in an effort to elim-
inate -the anxi ty she felt the stUdentsuld have if they
identified t, event as a test, "Sometimes I call it an 'ac-
tivity,' *depends on what the test is about. When we do

oing to dp this activity now,'
1 that. So jt.really depen s; -if

thing, they can figure it out."
eacher also expressed concern and
fact that, the evert was an assess-

that, I might -say 'We are
I'll--show them cards ar1V.
it's a-paper and pencil/
Another upper-grade ley
attempted to pla.y down
ment of the students.

n t try to put pressure on tn - and sq.
"Th is a test, you had 'setter s*e up!" But
I try to let they knol.- that this is'imiArtant,
that "No matter what you do in here, t is vex:
important to me what you are doing," and that ,,

// you don't try, nothing is really go.ng to
happen."

11POne teacher, at the fourtii-'grade level, expresse concern ,that
hi_s_Tack of emphasis on the -word "test "' in order o protect
the students might in fact be resulting in poorer tudent per-'
formance.

,tosay this, but I am probably as guilty
aa4b.nyone else. They're from a minority group
brogrci:ground, and I don't place a lot of emphasis
on tests, and I think the kids pick this up from
rn,e,,--arOv they probably-don't do as well on tests
as they should because they know that I really
don'tplace that-much emphasis as far as a grade
is concerned. I just tell them ahead of time
that they are going to have a test, and then-

4 when the day comes, I preset some examples for
them and then I give them the test,and I-grade
it and we go over the answers. When thv don't
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X do .too well, I try not to get down on them. I

tell theIrthat they made the mistakes-- .1 go over
the mistakes, but. -'m not going to jump all over
their cases ,

The teachers in the s7 e d, third, and fOUrth grades
/ generally presented the arse sment event clearly to their

students as a "test." The &NT ntt which was identified to the
students as a test, was'fUrther clarifiecf as a time in which
talkwig was not permittpd, -all other work had to be taken .off
their' desks and-student's had to do their own Mork. Generally

riabsent from teachers' presentations af test ,.'9C non-I-Pc-hni-rq'l

information, or explanations of the signi lcance or importnce
of ,the event. The teacCrs at the upper-gradd l'eve'ls diffeted
from the lower-grade level,teachers in their presentation of .

tests. The upper-grade level teachers, in response to per-
ceived student anxiety surrounding testi,ng, tried to minimize
the iwortance of the testAlig event to'alleviate the student's
apprehension towards test-taking. Some Concern was expressed
that this laiFk of emphasis on tests and testing ,resulted in a
lack of seriousness on the part of the students towards tests..
Although the upifer-grade level,teachers occsioriallyexpressed
the importanee of 'tests to thtir students, their instruction -

L

presentation of tests focused on the physical behaviors
that here and here not appropriate,. during test-taking.

.-- ---

. D. Home Influence

Teachers ,at all glade levels continually expressed con
cern over their students' lack of academic -achievement. There
was a general consensus among the teachers interviehed,that,
whereas the younger students did express concern over Orades
and tests, the older Students exhibited little concern over

.

gradek, tests, and school in general. In attempting t ex-

'plain what they felt was_the,reason for this lack of c ncern,
the teachers all focused on the homes and families of heir
students. .,

*The teachers felt the parents, themselves havin. little
formal education, did not necessarily see a need for chooling
and, therefore, passed this attitudt an to their chil ren. As

__one teacher explained, "I,blame an awful'lot of it o parents
and maybe too much, I think, but there is-no support/for an
education in most of the kids." Homes with educate parents

- were seen as itiving encouragement-' and ,support-tor s hooling,
but this type of home situation was not in the maj rityat Red
Canyon.

.Parents who have very little formal educat on wereseen
as carini very little about their children's in olyement pith
the community's school.. The fourth-grade tea er -felt the stu-
dents at the top of Fits class did get encour ement from their
parents, were more attuned to Anglo culture and often thow..sh*:

about going on to college to get a better ;o. As for the
*est oft -the students in his class, I:Ninet percent of the kids,
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they hear ther parents say, 'Went I only went to the third
grade*: and it ;hasn't hum me. I eat every day and.1 have a,
couple, of\Shep and .1 have some cattle, I have a home, so
what's e-biV4deal about school

T ac.he s' El.-idence for S'tudentS' Disinterest in School

In fOrmul ting the. opinion tha't the students' lack alf
motivvitidWin s hoofing was tied to the. parents' lack of sup-
Tort for sChocilimg in general, the teachers continually cit.ed
the studentS'. physical treatment of their test papers, home-'---
work-papers and, report cards. Test papers weq-e quickly -J
thrown away,', homework papers lost, and repon cards returned
to the teaches without parent 'comments. This physical abuse
of the 6objects'flof schooling was sein by the teaCliers as
evidence of a tk ofvahring or appreciation of education.
S,tudents at all grades were described. as not taring about
their. school W rkrbecause they quickly discarded their papers.
This'behavior'waS described by an upper-grade level, teache,
"Some of them take their'papef and immediately, as soon as
they get it, they crumpe it up, and they are ready to throw,
it away. It can be any 'grade, it doesn't make any difference 43

to them." Another teacher talked about the behavior of throw
in wg.aay papers' as an indication that Ore Students did not
care about grades or chbol:

The%reasori\ I said that is because, like I'll re- .

turn papers with grades on it, and if I pass it-fit duringthe I spend the,
next ten minutes getting them 114to sit back
down 'causethey've all walked the trash can
to throw papers a,,.ay, whether it i an "A" or

_an ''r." They do not take papers home

. .

/

The teachersassumed that, because their tudents so
easily discarded,-and destroyed their school paper..., they did

, not value or appreciate schooling in general and digarded
the importance.of tests in articular. Holiever, this Wl,5
based on the as'sumpti.on that the students actually understood
the papers, tests, ar\d report cards as "products" or
dente" of an importan event that had occurred in school. It
might be that the stu ents did not share this understanding
of the.importance of t ese "events" as representatives of
personal progress in s hool. Students might also not under-
stand thelagrades attach d.to these "prod,ucts" as important or
significdnt. woul -more clearly explain their appatent ,

disregard for their vari us papers.' The students' lack of-
understanding was clearly illustrated when the researcher
talked to the second-grade teacher. He complained that the
:.students did-not'respond i any way when they received their
report Cards. When asked but the method of recording grades

ion the students' individual report cards, he explained that
they did not correspond wit, the ty.pes of grades, he normally
gave.in`claSs, which were us ally in the forM of a percentage

2 v '
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score or "minus X numbers." The recorded ade on the'reporrt,
card was, standardize4 ,throiighout the school and appeared in
th-e-form of a letter grade. When asked if he students under-
stood.the grades on the report cards, t e eacher paused and
admitted that he had ,alwa assumed the \ch ldren all under-
stood letter grades.' He had admitted t4t this possible lack..
of understanding could be a factor in th#t students' apparent
lack of interestor enthusiasm when receiving .their report
cards. Students were used to receiving grades in the,form of
per,centages with stars, tokens, or funny face stiCkers as re-- .

wards for"their academic achievement. The plain, formal:
-looking. report card, void of an stars or embellishmentk
might seem unimportant to the student.

Not all-of the students have difficulty understanding
the,marks they receive on their papers. Feiver older students
have-this problem as they progress in school'. However, it
does indicate that some '.students do not share tpe same under-
standing of a grade, and classroom activityor event as does
the classroom teacher. The students .0 careless handling of
their papers might, therefore, be connected,to'a lack of un-' A

2.derstanding of the-event or grade, a misunderstanding which
-would' carry over to the prodwct of_ that event: the work
\sheet, report card, or test paper.-.

in eneral, the teachers all felt the students failed
to vaiue sch01040.ngli.n general and grades and' tests in par-
ticupr. However,"fhe say that this situation seemed to de-

as,the students'pro*ressed throligh the schooling process.
.1vcciiording to teacher interviews, the lower-level students did
seem to express more concern over grades and generally seemed
more eager and open to participate in the schodll'S activities.
The younger students* expr.e-sstd excitement over the 'prospect o£
taking a'test and were often eager to examine their waded
papers.' the older students approached' tests with seeming
apathy and were quick to discard the products of their ciass-
'room,

,

work.

P. 'Rewards: %Teacher-Developed otivatipn

Teachers at all grade levels were aware.that testing
situations could often p4iuce anxiety and discomfort along (
their students. Therefore, they tried to alleviate stress as
a testing situation approached. For example, teachers in the
upper-grade levels often avoided, the use of thetword,'test"
in the hopes of reducing Ott-related strain. Teach'rs in -

the lower grades., however, were faced with students who did
not necessarily expres's concern or discomfort when presented
with: a test. These teaChers,,in an apparent effort to en-
,cOutage and prolong their students comfort"in relation to
test,-taking, and to, Make the classroom situation rridre pleasant,
utilized a token or reward system in classfoomtesting. The
attempted to de-emRhasize.the test as a serious event in order
to "protect" the students and, therefore, make it easier for

Ns,
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t- hem. Students in the second, third, and fourth grades got
difflient colored stars attacned to classroom charts for good
performance on spelling; language, and math tests. Students
we,,re aware .that, if they'Scored a certain level on the test,
they would be rewarded with Stars or stickers next to their
name. The use of stars far motivation to perform well on the
weekly spelling test did seem to cr ate excitement'and inter-
est on the part of'thematudents. !T testing event therefore
hec4me "game-like" with an antieipa d reward for successful
completion.

As the students, move from the self-contained,classrooms,
of the elementary to the upper grades they expefience a,dif-
ferent presentation of tests. The token, sticker, or star
system is no longer utilized. The fifth and Nxth graders ex-
hibie an increased amount of frustration when aking tests.
10heiseventh and eighth graders exhibit -what the teachers e-
scnib as "apathy" when presented with a testa Teachers are
frustfa ed by their students' poor academic performance and
respond vtrying to mask or eliminate assessment as a major
component in their classrooms. In trying,to describe the
change in th'e students, the second- grade teacher says,

They [the older students] startigoing from the
little pTeschool kidS into adolescents and
there's more pressure 'on them there. Then' know
they are mOt doing as well in school and I think
that they get discouraged because they can see
.that they're not doing that well and that the /
interest does drop off. They understand a lit-
tle it more of what is going on and you can't
fool' them.

This implies that the teachers think the younger children can
be "fooled" into believing that they.have succeeded and are
doing well with the use of stars and tokens. These students

0 axe still behind in grade level, but they move tilrough the
lower grades experiencing the event of a test much las-a game
with an.anticipated reward. It is only when the student moves
further up in the schoolinprooess that he or she is can-
fronted with the seriousness of tests and assessment for pro-
motion within the institution of school,

The teachers at all grade ibvels operate with the unaer-
lyingassumption that the children do not'value their school
experience and look to the home environment as a reason for

t this attitude. In an attempt to create motivation that will
result in a student's positive attitude towards academic
achievement, ,the lower-elementary teachers utilize a class-
room token or reward system. The young children respond well
)t.6 this and approach classroom testingjeagerly in-the hopes

. of acquiring additional stars or tokens. Very few of the stu-
dents, howeyer, seemrt4 -transfer their desire 'to obtain the
rewards to the desire to obtain good grades. As the .students

T
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ptogress'in school, they learn the seriousness of tests as
devices for'promotion. The reward becomes moving to the ne
:vsrade,'and test failure results in revntion in the say;

4 grade. It is then that the students realize that test are
1 \ more than games or events to participate in and complete to

gain rewards. The game-like atmosphere surrounding 'test-
taking disappears and the student must then-try to understand
the testing event as a serious activity that can result in
failqre to progress though school with one's classmates.

G. Teacher AccountalLility and Tests

Red Cany'an, which is a-BIA school, is required to fol-
low the Eastern Agency regulations -far student promotion.
This policy establishes grade-level guidelines, as measured
by the CTBS, which students have to atta. before they are
promoted. A chart outlining these levels ppeared in Chapter
Two of this study. \--

-
I f

If students, regardless of their classroom performance,
do not meet the required grade level,they are retained in
their present grade. By the time the students have reached
the fourth grade, they are clearly aware that, the CTBS is a
test they must take in order to move to the next grade. Stu-
dens are anxious as theyiSizepare.to take the CTBS and are .1.*

continually reminded by the teachers that they must pass the
test.in order to pass their present grade.

In addition to the obvious- anxiety this placed A the
students, the teachers.are also acutely aware that their per-
formance as teachers is being-measured by how welj their,stu-
dents perform on the CTBS. Teachers are reminded by the ad-
ministration that,they are held accountable for their stu-
dents' performances and that pay inc'entives also:' might -depend

on their students' scores. The implications of student faiL;ire
on the test also extend to.pei-ceived teacher failure. As one
teacher admits, "I think it i.5. e very biased st against these

If
children, but the name of the game seems to accountability
so wa are stuck with the test." Teachers a that, in an
attempt to help the students prepare for the'CTBS, they often
end up teaching for the test, rather than teaching locally-
relevant materials fat the children's .benefit. At the encour,-
ageMent of.the administration, the teachers alter their class-
room tests to more clearly match the format of the CTBS and
utilize a publication, :"Scoring High," published by the de-
velops of the CTBS, to\assist the,students by familiarizing
them with the format of the CTBS. Ln explaining hollhe tries
to organize his tests to help prepare the students for the.
CTBS, an upper-level teacher-says,

I think they nee the experience of takingdfull-
tiple choice to s, especially the kind where

. there is an.anster that will sal' none of the
answers are rig t or all of the other answers'



- are' Tight because they are going to be running
intothee,kinds of 'tests, so I guess you could
reAlly say that as weltl, as test the knowledge,
.1 try to test how= to tialw.the test.

,
In geheral, the, teaches are very frustrated wit h the

use of the CTBSas thesole iinstrAgent for determining ad-
yancement They 'six that tab , h emphasis is placed on a
test they feel is efttent-biaed agaInst these students. They
also-feel,the pressure that placed on them as classroom
teachersto produce students ble to successfully pass the
CTBS. In discussing the frust ation of the need of his stu-
dents and the'realitv of the CTBS, one teacher stated, "So we
are facedith that dual dilemma there.. We can serv,e,them
with the material can serve them with the teSt at the
end, a

.

.

ourse we are concerned with the test'at the end.-
C-7

_---V1. Teachers' Models of the Event of Testing
)

This chapterldescribed teachers' presentations of the
testing event at Red1Canyon.. This information constitutes
models of testing from which the students lealgl the.sprpper be-
havioi..to exhibit during testing and from which they aeve.lop
an understanding of what a test is.. In general the teachers-.
implicitly function with an ideal-typical model of testing-
testa as evaluation measures--in which tests are important 1

----- .events for students'-; personal assessment and future success,.
However, the.teachers at Red Canyon -seem to be also function-
ing with tifl: distinct models of testing, other than tree ideal-.
typical modelj:,when presenting the event to their students.
The in-class, teacher-prepared, tests presented as game-
like events. The school's standardi:e3 test, the CTBS, is
presented.as a serious event for promotin. Although the

two testing situa-
fferent information
lassroom test1 and the

teachers utilise the same labels--for the
tions, thr students redeive explicitly di
from the. teachers when encountering the c

Throughout all grade levels teacher are consis444i.t in
the4information they proltide to the students before in-class
,test-taking. ,This information includes the proper labeling
of th'e test paper and classroom rules surrounding cheating or
copying and talking. absent from most- of the in-class testing
situation t is the transmission of knowledge whichmight.lead
to the 'stildents' understanding of the -why' or significance of .--

'thetest they are about to take.. .

Teachers'in the lower-elementary grade levels present-
their in-class testing situations t the students as game, -like

i

events. This appears to be in an e fort to encourage ancP,pro-
long their students' comfort with r spect to testtaking an
to make,the,entire classroom situation more pleasant. The
teachers construct a reward system around in-class testi
students'--know that theyiiwill be rewardOd with token; or stick-
ers if they play the "game" correctly and accurately%Wolldwing

.

ape
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the prOper crassroom rules of the event. The in-class test-
ing-event'as presented to the students by the teachefs becomes
one which is nil-rounded by student excitement, anticipation,
and interest rather than apprehension nd nervousness as the
students perceive the event as a game, rather than a Serious
assessment.

the teachers in, the upper-grade lel"el present their stu-
dents with a different model of testing. This model is one
which is utilized for both in-class testing and the standard-
i:ed CTBS: tests as a, serious evaluation for promotion within
the school sv'stem. Tie teachers still utilize the standard 4
rules which have been used earlier in the students' school ex-
perience: *rib talking, cheating, or excessive bodilyaovement
while taking a test. However, the testing event is presented
to the students as a serious actikity, not surrounded-by a
token or, reward system, in which f7ailure 4y, the students means'
retentionin-Sto same grade. This new mcdel--testing as an
evaluation event for promotion--seems to be utili:ed by the
teachersobecause of the school's promotion policy and due to
teachers' professional ethics and tht,ir accountability for
student performance.,

The two groups teachers and students--appro,aL the
event of testing with different perceptions or morCels f its
putrposes and importance. However, these differences are at
least partially resolved due to the students' adherence to
the requiredphysical 4test-taking behavior. Both this partial
compatibility and the underlying disparity between the teach-
ers' and students' models will be more closely examined in
Chapter Five. '1'-

a
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CHAPTER IV

STUDENTS: THE TEST-TAKERS

The primary focus-tf this,zksearch is to describe the
development of the concept of 'test" in students' minds. It'

has therefore been imperative to confer with the students
themselves to gather this information. Utilizing ethno-
graphic or qualitative methodology and an emic approach to
the research problem, the researchers haveattempted to
"get inside the students' heads" to find out whatthey
mow.

This 'chapter defines'and describes the event of test-
g as verbalized by the students to the researchers. A

p cture is presented here of how ,the'students themselves view,
d fine, and feel about tests. In short, what is presented
in this chapter is the "image" of testing in the minds of
these Navajo students. ,4 this report is an analysis of'
the entire projects research findings, a concise Summary of
the 1.ttadent's responces are reported here. Further detailed
student statements can be provided upon request.

A. What is a "Test"?

The students in this study spoke English 1,ith varying
d..grees of proficie v. It.therefore appeared that the

4 language identical td that of the re,-
semant.ic differences do exist between
server, Ind they have a profound
research (Spradley, l979):. A:child
rd correctly in the c_ontext of the

00

childre'I were using
-searchers However
the actor -and' the o
ence on ethnogr hic
msv be utilizing w
sjassrooM or peers, but 'the child's definitions may not be
sTdentical with that of the teachey or researcher. In order i

to understand the events of the Classroom as per'ceived by
the-child, it is necessary to obtgin from the child the
meaning of the words44e4q.r she is using..

When the wordl"test" is used by a teacher, the teacher
s a predefined, professional knowledge of what that-,word

eans. The child that entering -the classroom for the
first time is presented ith concepts and words foreign to
him or her and must deve op an understanding of them in or-
der to function in this new environnent. The child ihvcon-0
front/ 'd with the use of the word "test" very early in'
or her schboling altd over the years develops a definition
or concept of the idea of a test that includes the impor-
tance of taking a test V.school. This concept may or may

.not conform to the teacher's or school's definition of the
purpose and significance of testing andirrassessment. To -

clearly understand'howuchildren 'learn" about tests '.and test-
ing and deVelop understanding of the %ignificarice of thizz

by
event-, the ifse/rchers'asked each of the second-, third-, a:d
fourth-grade children interviewed, "Can you tell me what a
testis "'

-28- 2
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I,n general, second-grade lesponses to "Cap you tell
.

me What a test is?" centered on vague descriptionswof place-
-ment of desks during tests,'lpcation of test materials on I

the various classroom b}aaboa.rds-,and-on the teaches-as
the individual one had t lislien to during a test. A clear
summary-of these factor? surfroundiagithe actual test.as a
definition of a test 1.44 expressed by_one student, "It
whensthe paper is in half (spelling tests are taken on one-
half of a shce4 of paper) 'and you put the words fr.,pm the
bodrd and listen to the teacher." Absent from theNsecond-
graders' responses was the mention of any formalized:'stand-
ardized test or of the Significance or importance of tests
for assistance in learning. ,

( . The responses of the fourteen third graders to the
same question, "Can you tell me what a test is?" more. ,

cleatly indicated they saw a test as a distinct'event. They
also articulated the- rules" surrounding the test-taking, ..

vent.. The students in fact often used the rules expressed
by the teacher, during ,a test as a definition for a test. -
Frequent responses were, "You donirt talk when it's a test.
And you don't scribble on the test"; "You dOn't do it with .

sorieqhe else. Don't talk; and "Not 'to copy, work."

The responses of the eighteen fourth graders to the.
t/ question, "Can you tell me what a test is?""c ntereo,around

the consequences or promotion aspect of a tes versus a de-
, scription of proce,dural rules occurring duri g test-taking.

Yery few students described the testing eve t in terms of
"rules" or proper behavior as did the'second and third
graders, but rather expressed an awareness of the importance
of tests for promotion to the next-grade. Over half of-the
students responded by definixttz.eits ass something one had to
take in order to pass to the t grade. At thefourth:grade
level, then,' the outcOffie of a test was used to'define testing
rather than the teacher-directed processes one went, through
in taking a-test.
sr Pt summary, the second and third'graders'definitions
of a test described the testing event as an activity thatis
Telineated from other' classroom activities by its distinct
behavioral ules. These students' model of -a tJest excluded 0
the mentioning of std ardi:-d exams as test's or of the sign-
ificance or importance 'f f t4ts.for learning and grade promo- .*

-tion. The fourth graders' definitions of tests, however',
represented 'a_different understanding or model of a test. ,

Unlike the second and third graders; these students' cumu4-
tive school experiences with respect to testing situations
and their consequences had apparently led them to develop a
model of tests in terms of a standardized test and grade
promotion,, ,

..
.
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B. How is the definition or concept of a "Test" formed?

The child's concept of the instructions leading up to
and during test- taking was acquired by-asking the questions,
"Can you_describe what happens when you take'a test?',' and
"What does your teacher tell y6u before you take a test?"
At alr grade levels, the children see tests as originating
with actions from the classriom teacher. The teacher ver-
balizes commands indicating a test is about to occur. The
students respond to these instv.uccions with the awareness
that an.event calld a "test" is about to take place. The
command.s leading up to actually taking a test, as well as
those during, the test, constitute the information w .ch the
child use to define the parameters of the event of t sting.

In general, a Consistent set of responses emerged
from all tnree grades when students were asked, "Can you
describe' what happens when you take a test?- or "What does
'your teacher till you before you take a test?" At all
le-veis students responded with the' technical or explicit,
rules the g had learned surrounding test-taking, These(Jules
were theroper test-taking rules demanded by the teachers.
Responses at all three grade levels included rules for.pro-
per set up of the test paper with name, date, and number;
and rule agiinst,cheating, cop',,,ing.other students' papers.
talking, and excessive ',body movements. Examples of these
rules were explained with such responses as: "He tells us*
to be quiet and look at our ohn papers and don't copy";
"Sft down quietly. Be quiet. Sit up straight"; and "Don't
copy each other. Don'f pld. = Don't write in your book."
The consequences of not obeying the teacher-imposed rules
had been learned by the time thee.tudents here at the third-
and fo'_4rth--grade level with such responses as: "Don't look
at somebody's paper. She might get mad. . .she might tear
up your paper"; "If you're caught (cheating), he'll thrbw.
your paper away and-give you an 'F'": and "If you get talking
you have your paper put in the trash." Not'Ons student's .

response indicated that a teacher at any of the levels ex-
plained why the students were taking the test, encourage-
ment that they should try to do a good job or that the test
was important to the students to help them master the neces-
sary classroom matdriais. Rather, according to the student
responSes, tests were presented/ by the teachers according
to behaviors that were not perissible. The testing en-
vironment was perceivedF7 the students as one in which
there were certain appropriate physical liehavi.ors and.
others that were not permissible.

C. What Makes a 7e'st" a "Test"?

The student is confronted with a variety ofactivities
during the school day and must learn appropriate behaviors
and the reasons behind them for each of these activities in

order to function well within 'the classroom. As stated in
the previous two sections,'students progressively learn the

rules surrounding taking a test from the'second to fourth
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grades andk,define a test according to toe rules they,havj
learned. The event of testing is, therefore, set apart or
-defined according to the behavior that is learned as ap-
propriate to the test-taking situation. Students learn
that appropriate behavior in one situation is not nece's-
sarily appropriate in another. They thus:learn to segment
or divide the classroom activities according to the rules
Learned surrounding that particular event,or,activity.

In''ordel to see how students used these tiles to de-
fine what was and was not a test, theresearchers used pic-
tures in the second set of intervews,with the second-,
third-, and fourth-grade students. The interview consisted
of fours pictures dep-icting avajso students in a classroom
settingh, (see Appendix A). Two of the pictures were close-
ups of/students working at their desks, using paper and
pencil, and two were general classroom'scense. Students
were asked to talk about the pictures ,generally.and.then.
asked if the students or _udent in the two pictures could
be taking a rest.

When stating that the st1,11dvts depicted in the pi'c-
tures were not taking tests; students 'at'all grade levels
used explanations indicating that 'proper test-taking .be-
havior was being violated, and therefore the students in
the pictures were not taking tests. Second-grade students
indicated that the students in *_he pictures were not taking '

tests because of the size of their papers-. At this, grade
level, withyrftle exposure to standardized tests, the

vstudents' main knowledge of a test centered around the
weekly in-class spelling test. This test was the only
regular test at the second-grade level, and it always /required
the student to use a half sheet of paper. Therefore,Sin the
minds of many second-grade students, if the student was
working on a full-sized sheet of'paper, he or she was not
taking a' test. During a classroom observation the research-
er also encountered this rulefor identification of a test.
A group of students were returning to their seats after
their reading session with the teacher. Each student was
holding a sheet with questions from his or her reading
session. One female was stopped with the paper in her hand
and was,asked, "Is this a test?" The student responded .

in a very definite manner, no, it's a work sheet.' A'

test is when theplper is half."

-The rules of not talking and being quiet, here also
used in explaining ?ky or why not the students in the pic-
tures were taking tests. One-second-grade student said
the.studen't was not taking a test because he was viting
something and on a test you "listen to your teache -r." The

role'of the teacher during test-taking also produced rules
that defined the event of testi.lig. A'foprth-grade student
indicated that the children were taking tests because, "The
teacher is checking the paper."
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The teacher'sohibition against looking at another
student's paper-cheating or copying--was also a rule that
was-strongly associated among students with defining a test.
One fourth-grade student in4ict'tedthaf the boys in the
picture could not be taking ga test because they were help;
ing each other. Another fourth grader pi3t it clearly by
stating, "No, he's looking." During other activities the
students were engaged in during the school day, assisting
each other was\.not forbidden. It was only while doing
something called a "test:" that the students had learned
that the behavior of helping another or looking on an-
other's paper was strictly against the sped rules of the
event. '

Using the learned, proper test-taking rules tq dec ide

whether or not students depicted in the pictures \Were- ----
taking tests was an easier- taskiefor the studerit-tlhait res-

)onding to the researchers direct question as to Pat was
different sbetween other classroom activities and a test.
In general, there-was confusion as to what did and did
not constitute a test. .Amon i: the second- and third. -grade
students the content of the activity was not generally seen
as a determining factor in assigning the label' "test" to an
activity. However, the fourth graders'seemed to designate
the difficulty 4if the activity as an indication that the
event was a test by respondig that taking a test was
harder and one_got tired frqm the activity. At all three
'levels, vine rules of being ci.uiet anclkhaving to work by one-
self without copying were 71entioned as rules,that separated
a test from other classroom activities.'

D. Are Tests Important?

Tests are seen as 'i,mportant assessment instrumehts -by
both teachers and schen administrators. Teachers utilise

of the students' pro rtests.as'an objessive measuremen
in the classroom d the school
all of th-e students'
However, in the definitions and
by the students at all three gr
i`nditate that a test was an imp
ing. Their discussions. centered

tilices tests for an ver-
progress in the school. -

descriptions of tests given
de levels, students did not
rtant events i their school-
around the technical in-

structions given to them by =their teachers. These instruc-
tions were the, focal point in the students' attempts to
define*.a test. In attempt.ing.to obtain the-students',per-
ception of the reasons behind the test-taking event, the
researcher posed the questions, "Why do you take-tests?"
and "Ar.e tests important?" to students at all three grade
levels.

In summary, students at,',each grade level respAde'a with
a different understanding of the "why" surrounding the event
of testing. The second graders uere confused when trying.
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to explain why one activity they,did in class, a test-, was
.

important. They sensed the_ event Was different from
activities but were too young in their school experience
explain how testing would affect them in their, ,schooling.
However, by the-end of the second grade, a few of the stu-
dents yere.aware of t e CTBS having to be taken before they
could go to thenex -grade. The third-grade students were v

'beginning to level a clearer understanding of the use of
tests in their sc of experience. ,Responses explaining the
importance of to is were divided between-learning things-
words, going to the next grade, and.the distinct rules that

,. separate the event from other events in!the crassroom. By

the time the students had reached the fourth grade, they
had foc4Aed on another reason behind testing in their
schooling. Testing was sepin\as.oen event that one had to
go through in order t9 pass t the next grade. The teach-
ers had instructed them that his-rw,as the case and they,
therefore, attached e major ,mportance for taking a tes
to promotion within schooU Howevet;the school im-
plicitly'sees a test as a tool .to determine what the
student has-learned in order tot decide whether or not the
student will be promoted. The 'students do not,respond with
this implicit undefstanding of why a test is taken--as.,a
tool to assist in learning--but rather they respond to it,,

as an event beyond their control which must be "takNA. and ---,,

passed-for ;promotion. By the fourth grade the students had --

learned this lesson we# ll.

E. Feelings Towards Tests
1111A

In asking Row_ students deelop an understanding of the
event of testing, it is important to examine the4-t-fitudes

\the student has, towards. taking a test. The student's feel-
; ings toards taking a test can gime jnsight-into how the

. student is .perceiving or valuing that event. The researcher` --
... --

. asked the students interviewed at second -, third-, and --

-Fc)urthgradeTeT-e-l-s---te---p-r.ethat they were taking a test.
The stude S were asked:to clos-e-t-h eyes and think about
howl_th-eyf It just before they got rea y _take a test:

----ifthe st ents had difficulty with this, the `researcher
--prObed fu then with, "Tell me how your body- feels just
beto-r-y. .u, Are going to take a test.6 The researcher then
aslored th studffts-h-o-thee.y..4 tgr...the.yAae-ftntS'Wed-
taking altest a14, finally, if they 1iked tests. The stu-
dents,had no pro5lem in respondini to the questions and
often ven showed the researcher how their hand would shake ,

or get tired or how their heads would feel "soft.':

Second Grade__

e attitudes or feelings towards taking a test varied
cons derably from the second to the fourth graders-. The

sec nd graders, when asked.bow they felt about tests, con-
_

'11

.
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sist tly responded that they f,elt good and/or h Dv when i

,

thy took tests. ! A common response was, "Happy, 'Because

like test, I like all my work." Only two.stude,ts resnon

e that they were unhappy when they took tests. s sting,

'Terrible, becaus-e I,dol'n't like tests"; and "1.1,71y ' In

general, at the second-grade ltvel, students expr ed lit

anxi.ety over taking 'tests and seemed to exhibit f;lings o

happiness before and after tfking a test. ClassreOm obs4f

nations of .these,students on both standar&i:ed an class-

room tests support these interview findings./ The Studen'.

consistently seemed eager to take tests'ane,>did n t anp.e

appr?hensive as test time approached. When asked

st_;died for or worried about tests before taking.ithemystu-

dents-re-spcnded consitent11,-
that they did not. I

_In general,
second-graii students approa .hedi t

e...ent of testing In tie cla$srobm much as if to we're

plaYing.a game. They smile, and appered very 2 ger to take

tests: This excitement wasooserved -one the 'good" as

w ell a= the "marginal:- students. The consequ nce of do in;

poorly on a test--not getting a 1JJ'.,ar a st r--seemed to

carrY no rePercussionl for the stude/nt. T.r./ fact. tests
frequently
had to obt,:--71anvopp:rtunit. not as:burds.n: 'the nor

tests were given, the sore chances .1i-, Studen

stars.. oig the-test correctly dic,nct seem to be thQ'

:moortan: rule learned by thesechildrn. although

they all ....o,. that if they did sutsL,--' w-ke- ould be re-

"warded _w:tn a star. ',If one lost such a "game ". cne co_;12/

simply wait to try on the next one.

-2-parallel can 'be fond among oth.ey_stu4ent grouns

respondinz to .tests as game-like events. R1alph. 'T-;ler

:sational.,:institute of Eduiation conferenos:

&one- c ildren, Particularly those iTon

class ho- take formal test situatio s ser.-

iously alhP tr to respo;d. Lo,er alas _child-

Ten, on- the other hand, usually come f on ballsk-

g_ra..etrs where tests are rare and-they ?hear -to

be silly games. (Tyler, 1979)

These second -grade students saw
tests as xciting games ink

which rewards irr-4,- form, of stars ,sere .given to them if

the played the gaT4le corre,c.- and accurately. The i,mP:icit

A

tpurpose of testing frori the rspecti1,7.e of 'the teac:,er'and.

'the school -to learn what 'o -id and did not%know--d-zd not

seem 'ts-,be part of the "stulent s'-ept of,A test at finis

Grade
I

Third (
--,,- -,

, .1) the responses
of the third g aders to. low do you

feeV'about tests?" were not as co sistentl"r'posirive as

were those of the second graders. .
Although half of the st_.-

dent still indicated that they elt happy and gond.befl

taking tests, the ,other half tin cated feel ingl of appre-

,_ _....,
/

----:

grade ain8-age-jevel,.
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nehsion and worry over test-takingl. f _.- --

Observations of classroom testing!--si,tuations at the
third-grade level revealed a ;fixed set bilreactions acid 1/4,

responses from the tudents. As would 'expected from ,

the students' statements concerning.thei feelings towards
tests, some students seemedconiiden) a.i calm as the test
t,ime approached while others approachWhe test with ap
prehension,and,open nervousness. -The vfenbal_ exclamations
and open enthusiasm, present when thee flecond graders took
a test,- was Mi.55 from the class asia!,whble, although
some students were quick to sharpen t,hOir ipencils end pre-.

:pare to take the test. Very 'little t'a'lking took place A7D'1;

tne students, althOugh,many Of the :'iiirls glanced and smiled
.idol y at each other. ,

:-
...,/, . . ,.,

In genera!', the third -a udents were spat in

:he:- expressed fe.elings towards ,-tests Half of the stu-
dents expressed happy feelihga.b'efore an '4.ter taking .

.

tests and said that they enJoyecitaking tnp ,N The rest o:: tn.?'

st.idents expressed nervousness gnd anxiety/ oefore taking a
*test: and were happy.and relieved afterwards; ds one student
stated, "Because I't finished ;.it h. it.- libese zztudents said

. they did not like taking te41.5'because tr7ey '.ere diffinit
and Cause its hard to gelt-stars." The.th4J-grade sfu-*
dents were beginning to seelia test Simply as an event
that' wasd'ent from ot./:iier activities undertaken within
the zla,sroom but one thalwas also:often more difficult'
that otner activities in/which they nOrmall engaged. The

rewards, in-thorm of7'stars, were not so easily obtain-

able, possiSly due to ihe-inoreaseddifficuaty of the te:

co/itent. The stAderr::,s. although exhibiting an increased
-rixiety towards testing', still seemed to see the testing

.

'.;t event as,an /ctivit whose 'consequences were limited to
stars next to One's name.on the classroom chart. They did

not seem to attach i measure of self-worth. or achievement

, to performance on test'S.

'Fourth Grade .

In general, the responses A the fourth graders to the
question, ,'.'How. do you feel about tests?" indicated nervous,

.unhappy -feelings. Student respon..:!es included: "My body

feels like I'm scared. I want to run away from school.
And T. . .when I take.a test, and I feel 1...ike I'm gonna

.tear\the book"; It feels like kinda tickely and nervous";

-d
and 'Your hands are shaking, and my body is always shaking,.

i Se,,-,4eties I feel soft.". Students at the fourth-grade
16ve1 have developed an- apprehension and concern about
fest-taking that they attribute to a fear of doing poorly

and of not passing to the next grade. 0 --,
..

They observations of test-taking,,in the fourth grade re-
vealed-a much more serious approach than to test-taking in

either the second or third grades. Students were observed
/ .

/ .

1 i
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to be actively working with each otheT in study g_tOr the'
test before actUallV taking its. Some\student-s sat-aloneat'
their'thairs quiet]. evie'wing, Other wor,ked in pairs' at- . .

the'blackboa1d., Although ;here ,was excitement among some
student's-as they :st died together, the 'reward' ththey.seeed

vi'
ill

to be striving for zas `the ra ' rather than get-

' enjoyed by some students. uring the tes ing Situations.,
:tiFg stars or tokens, altil ugh tokenswe alsq.gained and

observ'ed,.the students were ry quiet', wi h little body
movement and very little sliliv or eve con act with each
other. . ., \,,

4. _

It appears that students' at this grade \evel have re.-
defined tests, .from '"fames" tip be oyed'and eoked for,T.

ward to, to events that must hot onl ,be tole x ted tir at
*tempted but passed successfully. ..FaiIur\e on. tests means
failure to-IKVe.to-thk next grade. .Stuaents' might still
-not have a psonal.attathment to identif\ing a'"100%': as
a Leasure of their- own worth or importance\A,hurt-they seek
to move upward with theAs friends in their schoolexpeTigoce!
Progressing' throUgh school with ,one's classmates seems to
be an important,new incentive for performing successfully
'on tests. .

,

-At the fourth-grade'level.an in-class test is,stin
an event in which a student cinacquire awards in the form
of tokens. However, in the minds of the,students, the.word
"test" is more cleari,v tied to an event,_ particularly the

CTBS,, which the student has to successfully complete in
order for promotion to the next grade`. This concept or un-
derstandng of the connection between a test and promotion

. .

seems to have ,increased the level of anxiety andbappre-
hension in the'mind's of }the students as they approach -ed the :

. A.
event of a test.

F. Projections: .Feetings From Pictures . .

In addition to asking thAstudents how they Celt about
tests in a rather structured interview,,the researchers used'

a projection technique 'with pittures to verify the intet-
'1"iew statements (see Appendix A). Four pictures with Navajo
children working'in classrooms' were shown to the students.
The students were. asked to talk about the pictures in gen-
eral and then asked particular questions centering-around
tests. Students at all three grade levels were asked how. .-
the children depicted in the pictdres would be, feeling if '

they were taking a test and then how they theMsalves would
eel if they were the student in the picture.

.(

Overal/, the responses of the second, third and fouth .
graders to the projection exercise were simila to' the re-

sponses the students had previously.expressed in inter-
views.with the researcher. This similarity,reinr6rces the
validity of.the students, responses and gives more credi- .-

biLitolito the assumption that theents respond with
their actual feelings, rather' than responding with'what
they assumed the researcher warned ta.flear.:, Tait:also I-e-

. IIP ,

-...

' a
. ,

.
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inforcesthegenexal-patternothat had 'emerged in the pre-
vious interview: the second -grade students expres.S.ing

.' feelings of happiness and comfort with test, the third
graders starvingto develop mixed feelings,towards tests,
and the fourth graders expressing -dip-comfort and unhappiness
when confronted with tests.

G. Teacher Perceptions of Student Response, to Tests

The4previous,two sections described the students' fepl-
,

iylgs surrounding-the testing eyent. In this section the
students', feelings during test aking are described by the
teachers who give these students tests. All of the teach--
ersAd teatcher aides were asked to'describe their itudents'
behavior du'ring-test-taking. The second-, third-, and
fourth-grade teaches generally reported that their stu-'

dents erNessed excitement, anxiety, and nervousness, when

7 taking.te4'ts, whereas the teachers in thesupper-grade levels
.felttheir students were genefally unexpressive and apa-
thetic.Willem takdng tests.

The second gradveiteaGher indicated a,total lack AI stu-
dent test anxiety .amonT; hiSI5tudents:during test-taking.
Excitement was the main feeling expressed his students:
"I think

for

like horses aethe gate, r for the gate
tobpen fcu the race to start.", He felt class was
very competitivesandAnjoyed, even looked forward to,
`taping a classroom test. The use of rewards, .giving the
-§-tudents colored stars, seemed to be a Vey factor in the
stu4prms'- enthusiasm. According to the teacher: "On the
alri-thmeti-c-mat'h test) they are just a little 'bit more ex.-

-cited than the spelling test but it's gotten to be quite a
thing-teget a fedstar upon that chart." Student inter.-
views vilified this'o seration, frequently mentioning the
number of. stars they ha quired on the spelling chart.
Some students 42denti-fied t ag an event.in which, `, "You
get stars, lots of stars." Stu ents'were frequently ob.-

,. servedqn front -of the class spelling chart, counting and
tompating names-end stars. acquired...' ,

. .
. ,

The third- `grade teacher felt her student.4'?expresed
. . little test anxiety.but also 'Attie open enthusiasm"as did

/ -the second-grade students. -She recalled, "They don't get 0
upset or anything,_it doesn't faze them at all: For the
weekly spelling test thtre is' Tic) anxiety. No point where

.
they have even tried to cheat."

. ,
The fourth -grade teacher feltilis students generally

tried to do a good job on tests, _Therefore, he found the
feeling of f,rustration and anxiety-prevalent during test
taking: "Some of thejidS will be twisting their.thair, .

maybe concentrate, get frustrated. They start tugging.on .
their hairs and twisting their hair,.'or I havifra couple,

-'when they get frustrated, they start making mouth noises."..
When faced with the standardised CTBS, hlt the majority
of his students were not really, thinking about'what thf
items were sailing but rather were probably thinking, '"1
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hOpe I can fill'in all of the ovals correctly so'I can fin-
islithis and pUt my,pencil dawn."

The -upper grade level teachers all expressed the state-
ment that the students did not seem anxious about tests but
rather that there was a general feeling of apathy amonwhem
towards tests Sand schooling. In deScrib.ing'the emotional
feelings- in his classroomlduring.,testing, one of these
teachers said, "Ther404s no heights of joy or depths of
depresiions when it comes to qUi::es. They take the test.
they give it to me. There isn't any frustrati'on, or any-

_-thing like this." This description was repeated by,all of
the-Upper -grade level teachers when describing their
students taking tests.

In general the--teachers descriptions of the students'
feelifeelings when taking tests matched the students' expressed,ngs

at the second-, third- and fourth grade levels.
The secan0-grade teacher described excitement among his
-students) the third -grade teacher felt 4er students ex-
pressed mixed emotions when confronted with tests; and the
fourth-grade teacher felt frustration and anxiety was pre -'
valent among his students during testing. .Although tte
teachers described the students feelings correctly according
to the students expressed statements, the "why" behind
these emotions were cleatly different between these two
groups. The teachers see the students lack of serious:
ness when taking a test /as bqing.tied to a general apathy
and lack of concern towards school. The students, however,
expressed:appropriate emotional responses according-to
their understanding of the testing event. The yOunger stu-
dents, responding to their model of tests as games, express-
Led excitement during test-taking. As the older students

- became aware of the seriousness of tests as evaluation in-
strumepts they developed anxious feelings when confronted
with" taking a:tTi.t. The upper-grade' level studentsho,
were described by the teachers as apathetic, seemed to
reali:e their test failure and r c onded by an outward lack

of expression as a'defense ag a highly frustrating and

uncomfortable situation.

H. ,Students' Models of the Testing.Event
. ..

Presented in thi's chapter was the "image" of testing
in the minds of the. Navajo students at Red Canyon. This

"inage" creates a model that justifies and explains the
....,

attitudes and behavibrs these students exhibit when 42;0,.''

fprtaching the event of.tetting.
. ,

1 -tk.or

.Wheh the second:grade students arepIesented.with a
test by their teacher, they .are*facing an-event that is new .

to them in their schboling experience. ,Their'unde.ritandihg-
of the event comes from the inormation presentedAt them

.
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by their classroom teacher. The teacher resents class-
room testing to these students in a game-like atmos-
phere which is surrounded by procedural and physical be-
havior rules. The students, therefore, learn that a test
s an event that requires appropriate physical"behavior:
no talking, no cheating, and no bodily movement. They
also learn-that a test is a game in which the students
can obtain rewards, in the form of stars or tokens, opir
thy play the game correctly. To the students, playing
the game correctly means following the proper teacher-'
directed rules. The students learn to carefully cover
their papers while taking a test. They also learn that .

,looking on another student's paper or talking while tak,
ing a test will result in losing their papers and there-
fore_"failine the game. The students enjoy playing the
game and attempt to carefully follow the rules surround-
ing taking a test. They approach test-taking with open ..

enthusiasm, manifested in rapid hand-rising, smiling,
quickly removing materials from their desks, and sharpen-
ing their penciis. Observations already cited that
the students become very eager whet tes.5-te-approaches,
looking forward takacquiring additional stars and'tokens.

N As students enter the third grade, they cpntinue with
the model of the testing event as a game. Although the'
students are faced with a new teacher, the basic ru es
they have learned in the second grade serve them as guide
to exhibiting the proper physical behaviors to satisfy
their new teacher. The testing event is still presented
to the students as a game, surrounded by behavioralrules,
which results in stars and tokens if Successfully rayed.

By the time the students have reached the fourth
grade, however, they learn that their-mo4e1, a test as a

,
game, is not adequate. They can still perform the proper
physical behaviors while taking a test, but the students
realife the content of the test, rather than simplx, per -.
forming the testl, is the crucial factor ia,succeeding on
it. The students ..realife,the seriousness.of the ,tes,ting,,
.event for de, promotive with failule to performIae
quately-om a est resulting in not simply fewer stars or

-%

tokens but re ntion in the. same grade. The model that
had served them well.previously--tests as games--is no IV
longer adequate. Therefore, they must develoPjnother
model--tests as an event for promotion- -when they win
utilize throughout the rest of their Schooling.

It seems clear that the students.at Red Canyon do not
enter the classroom andfanction with the same "image." or ,

ideal-typical model °reciting, that is operational with
the teachers and vhool,,administration. The stuafents do

& exhibit the correct physical behaviors t9-satisfy the
.teacher; however, the model af. what a tist is and why one
must take tests does not match the ideal-typical model with
which the teachers, and school. function.

a,
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CHAPTER t'

STUDENTS AND TEACHERS: ,AN ANALYSIS-
OF THE TESTING EVENT

The previous chapters havesresented7a description of
tests and testing' situatioris among Navajo students in one
BIAlchool. The 'processes involveein 'student testing are
des'cribed by information concerning student feelings, def.,
initial"; and concepts of tests and by the teachers' own
perceptions of tests and testing. The information which
students receive-in the classroom is used by them to for-
mulate a model of the testing event, which they then use to
understand and act.appropriatelyrduring tests. The teachers
als* act within a mod-61 of.the testing event which they, in
turn, utilize when presenting tests to theirs.eudents, It

appears from the data gathered inithis study that the teach-
ers and many of the;students function within the classroom
W'ith diStinct,and different "images" or models of testing.
This chapter analy:es the "how" and "why"-of these differeaLl_L______
mddeli, of ,01&,testing event at Red Canyon.

A. The Studefit and the qostural Diaaram"

The research data icates that the students'at 'Red
Canyon do not shafe *th r teacners "ideal-typical" model
of testin4"and--ente-f-'th ir school experience with little
understanding of the e eral,ramifications of,schooling and
the-particular sign ante of testing The Student start-
ing school at Red Ca on is confronted with a totally new
in'stktutiOrLwhich -ems to lack a place in the student's
"postUTal diagram" (Fortes, 1938). Perhaps more, ap7ropri-
ately s'ate the student's "postural diAagram" is directed

'-differen ly, with differ than that for the
imaginary stli ent it 'the'ideal-typical model.: The concept
'of a " Adiagram" was formulated by Fortes in examin-.
ding the ed tion of children from.Taleland. He'indicated
that the ed ational development of a child was not in the

-form of iso ted bit-by-bit.parts that added up to a total
pattern durping a chillds life. lie suggested that the learn-

-king was instead presented to,a-,child_ as a series of "schemA"
neral out-M. the beginning which served` as skeleton

21ries that the chil4 ..117i4led in" during hi's or hill develop-
lese,"schemds"-fOrmulatIpd a child's postu3k1 diagram

that he or She functioned with throughout t developmental
orocess. In' Fortes' words:-

\My obserCiati-ens suggest-that the.coU7Se of-
del:elopment is somewhat as follows:- at first
the child acquires a well defined, interest
sociated with a-postural diagra7 of the total
pattern. The postural diagram is, as.it were,
a contour map; extremely simplified'and crude
but co 1, the essential'elements and
relations of the full pattern. Further expe-
rience strengthens and amplifies the interest

a 40
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at the same time as it causes the details of
the 'postural diagram to 'be filled out, making.
it more and(more adaptable and controllable,
producing more discriminatory,resRonses.to -

real situations, and linking it up with other
patterns of beha.',i2ur -arid with norms of ob-
servance; The tot.111 pattern is not built up`.
brick by,,-brick, like a hour, but evolves from
the embryonic form: (Fortes, '1938, p., 32)

'A child representing the ideal-typioal teachers' model
would have,a postural diagram,that'is clearly' different from
that of most of-the children at Red Canyon.' This chil,d
might enter school with a general 4WarenesS."that this expe-
rience would be necessary and important and would sYkentw___ --
fit.into his or her future. The child might nbt'know.or,be
able to-verbalize why schooris imporlant,44t nevertheless
the entire schema of schooling is not questioned. As the
'child learns more about the institution of schoollng,,hetr. ' ,

she is confronted with the classroom t). This event'
added to the student's pes,turai diagram as the full pattern, --
develops. It is useful here to parallel.the information in
a student's postural diagram with Edward T. ,Hall's (199)
"formal level" of understanding, which is explal.ned in de-
ta`il further on in this chapter. 'Ideally,.the child st,rts
with the formal level information--his or her pds_tural/dia-
gram--which is then "filled in" or developed:with additional
information at ;,he informal or technical level.

The student enters. school at'Red Canyon with a(postural
diagram that may la.ck'an understanding of the- significance of
schooling and testing. .As the student progresses in school-,
he or she develops an understanding of schook and .events in
the classroom according to the information he,o she receives
from the teacher. The school and teachers assume the stti
*dents share their postural diagram or formal understanding
and, therefore, present only technical informationto the
students to assist them in "filling in" their postural dia-
gram of schooling. However, this information, rather than.
functioning as "fill-in" to the students' existing postural
diagram,, is used by the students to develop. their-own po's-
tural diagram with which to ultimately understand the, events
they, confront in'the classroom.

Students at Red Canyon are first confronted with
stardartlized tests in the second grade. As they have hot
experienced formalised testing and classroom testing before
this time, they are presented with the necessary information
with which to defirive thi. new experience, the testing event,
by their teacher. As indicated in the student and,teacher
interviewsz the students in the lower elementary are presented
with techeical'level information to delineate atest, from
other 'classroom activities. The child leJarns that a test,
"is when the paper is in half and you put%Lthe worig froff the
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board, and listen to the teacher., a'rit do the )kirk he says.
.You listen to him and .write them."' Second and third,graders'
aefinitdons of atestfalS't, center'dn desuiptions'of place-.

ment of desks duting tests, location of Cest materials on
the various.clasroom blackboaicM; and 'en the teacher as the

'.. individual one,mustliste5.,tolddring.a,test. -These rules
are Ssed,by thestudents:to define a testa a separate
event-octurring in '.their clsBroom.'

-

_The-lack of any Tespensts -defining a test as an instrut
ment for learning ar..promotidn _i,ndi..cates the absence of

undei-standina 'the--S-i,inificance of testing in the
e at both these grde.leverS. information

. is not part of the students''postural diagram, although the
teachers function-on the assumption that the students possess", ,

tn'is.knowledge. The second-grade teacher's presentation of
a'rest is not unlike that of the other lowevelementary
teaoters..'

4-

Number your papers one *to Ben. This is a tes t.
This means you are:not to look on someone else's

.paper Keep your hands on your paper. If [the
aide] sees,anyone lopking at another paper we,
will_take your paper and tear it up and throw
itaway in the wastepaper basket..

_Absent frOm the teacher's class*roam-presentation-of tests is
any information which might enablethe child to define sand
understand tests other that with technical test-raking rules.

B. The Ideal-Typical Model and Hall's Mod ;l of Culture

Human behavior is often'examined according to a bi-
polar analysis of events. Anactionomay therefore be seen
as implicit or explicit; overt or covert, conscious of, uncon-
scious. The work of Edward T. Hall (1959) proposes a theory
of culture that has three levels: formil, informal, and
technical. According'to Halls man has not two, but three
modes 9f behavior. "Taken at ally given point, culture /seems
to be made up of formal behavior.patterns that constitute a
core around. which there are tertain informal adaptations.
The core is also supported by a series of technical props"
(p. 91').

By utilizing Hall's model of-culture, the process of
learning the "ideal-typical"%model of testing can be illuF-,_.
tr,ated. -

The formal is a two-way process. The learner
tries', makes a mistake, is corrected ("No, not
the r,ight side of the horse, the left side!
Remember, ever approach a'hOrse from the .4,

right!", 55-rmal learning tends to be suffused
with emotion. Informal learning is largely a'
matter of the Jearner picking ethers as modej.s.

Sometimes'this is done delibbrately,but mostb

e -42-
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commonly it occurs out-of-awareness. In most
cases the model'does not take part in this
process except as an object of imitation
Technical learning m vet in the other direc-.
tion. The knowledge rests with th teacher'.

. His skill is a funct on of his kndi.ledge And
his analytit ability. In real life one finds
a little of all three in almost any learning
situation. One type, however,, will always
dominate. (Hall, 1959,p. 72)

Hall't model, the formal level system is taught to
a child by an adult mentor.- The adul,t, and general cultural
a.Ad institutional pressures, mold the child acqprding to
established pattern,vthat he or she does not question. A
child might be corrected, "Boys', don't do that," or "You
can't do that," in a tone of voice indicating ttist what the
child is doing is uilthinkable. The adult is teaching-the"
child the formal rules of the situation. These are not ques-
tLaped by the adult mentor and are passed on to the child.a's
"fhwe way it The- development of the "ideal- typical"
model of a,test starts on this formal level. For theeadult,
tests havebeen an integral and important part uf his or her
cp.tri schooling and must be equally important in the child's
life. Tests area regular and consistent activity associ-.
ated with schooling. Everyone must become schooled and
everyone-must also take tests. One does not question a
formal system and therefore an adult might simply say to a
child, "Tests.are important. 'You must take them." In sore
families thA lesson might be incorporated in pre-school
rearing along with the importance and inevitability of;sthool-
ing in general. In other families this information might not
be a part of the child's "formal. level" learning and thus be
left out of, the child's pre-school.rearing:

. ..

On Hall's informa-1 Level of learnihg, the principal
agent is a model used for imitation. Groups of related

earne 'by the child at a time, often without
the knowledge that" re, being learned or that there are
patterns or rules gOverning tiettr T, A child might be pu::led
and ask a question. seeking rules of an activity or event and
receive a response such as, "Look around You and see what
people are doing. Use your*ees!" The child learns that the
information he or she is seeking can be obtained by observing
and imitating the actions o,f models. In the case of testing.
the child learns proper test-taking behavior by imitating the
models surrounding him or her while taking the test. Teach-
ers vary in their classroom rules of proper test-taking be-
hayior. A child entering a new .-classroom for the first time
and taking a test in this new environment can obsah the

Other children and informally learn the proper test-taking
) behavior for this particular teacher by using the other stu-

dents as'models. Children learn'tfiat they must be quiet 1,hile

4 7--
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taking a test,'sit still in their seats, a,nd sit up straight,.
Children, informally, learn hal,: to protect their prPers from
"cheaters" by covering up their papers withtheir free hand
or arm. Children can look around.their classroom and ob-
serve other children,covering their papers and imitate this
physical action.

According to Hall, technical levellearning is trans-
mitted explicitly from theeteacher to the .child, either oral-
ly or in written form. Unlike informal level learning, which
depends on selection of.adequate models, technical level
learning is explicitly presented to the learner in the form
of an outline`of-behavior'or concrete rules which are to'be
followed. In testing situations, the teacher will instruct
the students in a'series of steps as-to what is to be done
during a test. Expinations for preparing the*test paper
properly will b6 given to .the students as -they organize them-
selves for the test. These instructions might include putting
their names on their papers and numbering the paper for the
words to be given on the test. A teacher instructs the chil-
dren to prepare for a test-by removing everything from their
desks, gharpening their pencils, not talking, and not chea
ins. The teacher might also tell the children to'try to d
their best.

The ideal-typical model of testing, utilizing Hall's
levels of learning, can be seen to develop in a student's
mind as he or she progresses in school. On the formal level,
the student enters school with an understanding and acceptance
of the general importance of schooling and the particular im-
portance of testing. The student, through modeling on the
informal level and teacher instructions on the technical,
level, then learns much of the proper physical behavior one
must exhibit during test-taking.

Hall's model of ,culture, containing the three levels of
human activity--formal, informal and technical--when applied
within the ideal-typical model to schooling in general' and
testing in particular; reveals a paradoxical twist regarding
the learning of tests'. If the children of this study were to
act within the teachers' ideal typical model, they would
enter the school with a formal understgOing of a test and
testing and would then learn additional information regarding
tests informally and technically. However, the children in
Red Canyon do not enter the classroom with the same formal
level underslinding of tests as in the ideal-typical model or
as is operational with the teadiers aipd the administration of

the school,. The teachers and the school unquestioningly ac-
cept the importance of the evaluation definition of tests and
assume that the children share this sameunderstanZing. The

results of interviews and observations indicate that this
understanding does not develop until the child's fourth or

,fifth year in school. s
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When children at the second-, third-, and fourth-grade

levels were asked to-define tests and if tests Were impor-
tant, the younger children responded with technical and'in-
formal level knowledge as to the actual behavior one. mist
exhibit during a test, rather than expressing any understand-
ing of the purpose of testing in school, In general, sec-
ond-grade responses to defining a "test" centered on vague
descriptions of placement of'desks during tests, location of .

test,materials on the various classroom blackboards, an on'.

,the teacher as the individual one must listen to during a
test.

The third-grade students were more able to articulate
what,actually occurred while taking a test than the second
graders; indicating that they were learning more clearly. the
rules surrounding proper test-taking behavjor. Th ;se rules
were used by the students to define a test as a separate
event which took place in their;classroom. Responses from
the third graders, however, still revealed a technical level
understanding of tests and testing, but the model this' tech-_

nical understanding pertained to was oneLof tests as a 'game.
These students did notseem to exhibit an understanding of
tests as evaluation measures as one would assume if the ,'

ideal-t!;pical nodel of testing were in operation at Red
Canyon.

The responses of the fourth graders to the question,
"Ca: ou tell e what a test is?" centered around the conse-,

quences or Dromotidn_ aspect of a test versus a description
of what tooK place during test-taking. Very few students
described the testing event in terns of "rules" or proper
behavior, as did the "second and thtrd-graders, but rather

`-'expressed an Aareness of the importance of tests for
tioil.' Testing was now defined as something one m st undergo
in order to pass to the next grade. This is evid nce of a,
clearer understanding of the teachers'-model of t sting.

oft The teachers instruct the :students as to this new model of
testing, tests as avenues for grade promotion; an by the
fourth grad6-, most students have learned this inf rmotion.

These fourth -grade students. exposure tc testing situ-
ations and their consequences have-begun to lead them to de-

fine tests narrowly in terns of a standardised test and grade
promotion, Although these students dolowledge,some
events in the daily classroom. as tests, th sr major identi-
fication with the word "test" is c1ear14 linked to the CTBS.
Although most-of the fourth graders still -exhibit,,technical
or procedural level understanding -Of tests and tes'tng, a
few of the students respond with a formal level unde1.47.tanding
that would match the teachers' ideal-typical model'' These
students state that a,test'is soething which is taken
order to help you learn" what/yOu do or do not know: "It ti

helps you learn "'; "To learn/wharis a work, and to learn";
.

"You have'to learn and tb take a test"; and "Your teacher
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-gives you a test.to learn.' .1 In general, most of the four 11---
grade students haveAdeveloped a formal level understandi
testing,thich is appropriate according. to their own mod =1 of
tests in'their school situation- -tests as events for p omo-
tion--although this still does not match with the for al level,
understanding of tests withill the ideal - typical mode that
their teachers implicitly fujiction withte'sts as d- ices for
learning 'andiavenues for future sucees5.

Throughout this report, Hall's concepts.of
formal, and technicaq learniing;*Fortes's postura
an'd Weber's "ideal-typical" model have been ref
peatedly. The, value of these ideas in explain
non of. testing among the Navajo students at R
be overstated. The concepts. of Hall, Fortes
lustrate the plight of these children, and t
groups funztion within the classroom and
event with different and distinct levels
postural diagrams, and/or t6s images.
representation and misunderstanding o
the teachers continue to function v
their students share their 1) and
ing; the students assume they have rec
understanding of a test from their te
used to formulate their models of te

C. Feelings and Tests /
/.

In the- ideal typical' model, /the student exhibits some [

emotional anxiety when confronted' with the testing event. Me
Student perceives the test as an, important event and.tri-es to
perform adequately on the tist -As not all-students.conform
to.this model, the degree of t st anxiety varies from student
to student and among differen cultural and economic groups.

The attitudes or.feeli as towards taking a test vary //
considerably at lbdanyon,fron the second- to the fourtharadf
ers. The second-grade students express little alrxiety.over /
taking tests and seem to exhibit feelings of happiness before
and after taking a test. (The students are observed to cant,.
sistently approach test-taking eagerly and.do. not appear Ap-
prehensive as test time approaches. The atmos here surround-
ing a'testing event at the-Second-grade level s one of ex-
citement; much-as if the students are playing game.

ormaI,.in-
diagram;

rred to re
ng the phenome-

d -Canyon cannot.
and Weber il-

eir teachers. Both
proach the testing
underiUitdIng,

is results in a
e event of testing;

he assumptions that
derstanding of test-

ived the appropriate
chers, which they have

ting.

These second-grade students see tests as
in which rewards in the form of stars. are give
they play the game correctly and accurately.
feelings lack any measure of anxiety. This mig
to the lac15'of,formal understanding of the teac
tests and testing among these -students.. The im
of testing from the perspective of the teachers
school-to learg that one knows and .does not kn

, seem to be-part .of the students' concept of is t

grade and age level, The cAnsequence of doing
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test seems t(o carry no personal re ercussions for the student
other than not gaining more stars o' tokens. If the child
shared the.teacher's or school's formal understanding of
tes'ts he or she might, therefore, be -xpected to exhkbit a
teas-ure of test anxiety, The children at this'level 1iave not
developed a formal' understanding of test and therefore ap-
proach the testing event with an absence o emotional anxiety
or nervousness. v

As the students at Red Canyon move up in grade level,
and out of the self-contained /Classroorls of the lower elemen-
tary, the presentation of the/testing event reverses. Tests
are presented to the student as a serious activity whose
only reward is in the fora 4 good grades. By this 'time the
students clearly understand/that grade promotion is linked to
adequate"test performance and thisealization constitutes
their formal understanding" of the testing event. Verbal, and,
physial anxiety when approachihg, a test lileeases amoni
these students. As.anxiety intreases, the 'students exhibit
an increased frustration,with/any serious attempt to perform
adequately on tests.

Students at all ,grade /levels are told that the CTBS
a ,,-ery important test which will be =used to determine promo-
ti n. The younger.students, however, seem/to have difficulty
ac epting this testing event as"differentfrom cl sstoo7 test- *-

in eV eats which have be4n presented to,them in :me -like

en ironment.' ,The younger students\are obServq/ finish the
CT S very quickly with/no vi,s'ible anxiety but, er with an
attitude -of boredom art disinte These yo,U der students-
seem to merely- endure the event wi / little/S iousness and
the knowledge that they will not tin Lokens'or rewafds

finishing the test.

The old6e students .appro ch the CTBS with a clear under-
stafdipg that this event will determine whether they are pro-
mottd to the next grade. T frustration of continual test
faiture is evident among t -se Students with verbal and.physi-
cal'anxietv and nervousness. ',BlaiKk" looks of accepted test
fai ure and shakin hand: are observed among these students.

c' Alt ough these stu entsi4more clearly understand the,importance
of est's than the second-, third, and .fourth-grade, students,
and therefore' try to approach the test seriously, their ef-

forfor s seem futile. As indicated. oh the chart on page 49, at.

f the eighth-grade level the median grade level on the total ,
tes battery of the CTBS is 3.8, or four years and two months
beh nd the expectedrgrade level.

. ,

Fryan's (1979) "research showed that,-ambng the younger

tgr e levels, Or' ntals and whites had more test- anxiety and.
sc red academical y.higher,than Blacks, Hispanies Or Americ4n .

In ians. As the students progressed in school, tithe situation ,

re ersed, with the white students maintaining the :highest aca- ,

de, is level with a lower test anxiety, .while the. rative Ameri,

*--ca students exhibited the highest test anxiety and the lowest
i .

1
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academic achievement. It therefore seems that higher test
anxi..44-y!-a meature of 'taking a test seriously--contributes to
early academic success, which, in turn, breeds further academic
success with lowered test anxiety. In the situation of the
Nava] stt5174ents at RedCanyon, a.lack of understanding of the
serio sne s ,of tests causes little test anxiety in the'Youni;er
students ,idhich, In turn, could ,be resulting inAepressed aca,
demic- acievement. By the time the student realices the seri
ousness 'of testing, he or!she-is already academically behind
and feels frustrated andihelpless when trying,to "catch up,"'
an.&perform adequately on tests. The chart on the following
page.i/lustrates the testing situation or the stu+ts at Red
Canyon.

1
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The Event

4

p

of Testing ,and the Navajo4Studeut
From Red Canyon

Grade'
Level

Second

Hail's Level
of Learning

'Technical/
Informa.1,

informal

Fourth Technical/
informal,
some Format

Fifth Formal

Sixth Forml

Seventh Formal

Eighth Formal

Feelings

No verbal or
visible anxiety

Testing Environment
In-class 1

Game-l1ke, rewards,
much exCilement

Testing Environmen't
CTRS

Quiet, students finish
quickly, seem bored, no
visible anxiety

---
CMS Median
Grade Levels

1.3

Some verbal and Game=like, rewards,
visible anxiety mixed excitement

Test anxiety
evident, serious
test attempts

Quiet., students finish
quickly, seem bored, no
visible anxiety

Increased verbal
anxiety, -lack of
serious attempts,
no visible anxi-
ety in body

Game-like, rewards,.
quiet, serious at-
tempts by some.

Quiet, students finish
quickly, serious concen-
tration, anxiety evident
in -increased body move-
ment

1.H

315

Test presonLe'd seri-
ously,- no rewards,
quiet, finish test

Quiet, students finish
quickly, mixed anxiety
and nervousness aMonq
students

1.1

Verbal expressed
anxiety, feeling
of helplessness,
lack o' serious
attempt on tests,

Vseems pointless

fests presented stri-
ously, np rewards,
quret, finish test
quickly
4)

53

Ouiet, students finish
quickly, verbal and
visible anxiety anion()
all student

3.7 "

1.8
-r
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D/ Students'Olodels of the Testing Event

has been shown that the 'students at Red Canyon'do -

not share their-teachers ideal-typical model of tests. How,-
ever, the students flnction in their classrooms, not in a
void, but with their own models of the testing event.- Even
though their models are different from the teachers' models
they constitute real and valid models resulting from their
understanding of tests and testing. The following section
describeUile students' models of the testing event.

'When children .enter the classroom' in the. second grade,,
they encounter many different activities, which they respond'
to with differing degrees of interest. Some students take a'
greater intere.st In reading than math, while others like art
more than spelling. Slowly, throughout a student's continued.
school experience, he or she will develop "favorite subjects
as well. as subjects he .or she will try to avoid. RegardleSs
of the subjectz; however, there is one event in the student's
school-experience to which each and every child eventually
learns to respond in the same =manner. -with respect, serious:
ness, and individual self- interest -the classroom test and,
ultimately, the school's standardised test. The importance'
of a "test" in one's school experience does not necessarily'
develop naturally, as does the importance of reading, far,
example, but mu,s_t be taught implicitly or explicitly to the
child by his or-her teacher. Following the ideal-typical
model, some children enter their school experience with a
previousknowledge of the importance of testa and testing in
school taught to them by their, parents or possibly olter
brothers or sisters. These students'come to school with the
advantage of having already learned.a valuable lesson, either
through verbal instruction on the importance of school and
tests or by having experiencet "test -like" situatItons.i, .

their environment in pre-school years. For "the childith t 0

does not have, this.' understanding of tests, learning the u
pOrtance of tests'.as a measure of success in schooling is a
crucial/and often difficult task.

,

the research data indicate the children at Red Canyon
do not enter school with a formal understanding of the, im-

.'.'portane of school in general and testing- in particular. The
student progresses in his or her understanding of tests,
thereby creating a functional' -model of the',testing event,
1:;ith the information. they receive from their classroom` teacher.

, The younger students learn from their teachers that a testis
an event not unlike a game. There are ertain rules the stu-
dents mutt obey when playing the game: no talkingno 'cheat-
ing, and no general bodily---moVement. These technical rules
are explicitly taught:to the students by their classroom teach-
ers, whO,also frequently warn them that they will lose the

'game, by having'theiT papers tornup, if they violate the
stated rimes. The incentive for playing the game -- taking the

,.test-7 in thefo-rmof_ stars or tokens.
.
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These rewards, appear on the test papers, along with, the

*.: Olik
f,

_. .
gtudent's

(
grade, in an- apparent attempt by the teachers to

-
', * give equal importance to the,grade as a-reward. ,The'teachers'

. use of,extrinsic rewards--stars br token's appears to be an
attempt to help "the students develop intrinsic or internalized

.- mitivation*towards est-taking, The students, however, seem
to have a mixed understanding of the grades on their papers

.

.iakitii aDly understand the star or toke4, as the reward they re-..

o ceive for successftbely.taking.the test.' a I
Teachers iften complain that the'#tudents do not

" treasure" theirr graded papers. Within these younger students'
model of testing, the prqduct' the eVent that 1s important .

is the reward--the star or tokens- ther than the graded pAper
%itJelf! If the students dWformal understanding pf testing
.that more clearly matche that of the tea0h-ers they might see

.

,the grade, in 'itself, as an important produciof testing., How-,
even, within these students' model, the grade as the desired
endd, product is at 1;iest:seCondaxy to 'the reward of stars or.
.tokens as desired eproducts frog, testing. This also 'night
explain. the student777#1pa4ent disinterest when .rceivtn

,their.school ,report cards-.* The teachers complain4that t .

students "dbm't care" out their grades,and simply ree
"thctir report bards, 1:d out interest or.etthusiasm.. The; 1-

tutiOnal fornt e report card % void of ,any star's m- 7

bellishments; gh seem very unim artant to the studen
Within then' students' model of testing it is th stars,
tokens1 or. ther embellishments that are importa t, not the
grade one must -obt in in order ,td receive that award. There-
fore, t st ',care,less handling .(:) their papers and

.
their lick 'of concern over grades oight be, seen as not 'fitting /

'pinto whays' important according to their model of testing.
S.

... The observed atmb'sphere, surrounding,, the testing event
among the younger - students is one of excLiement. These stu-
dents approach texts eagerly with littleAvisible concern, or
anxiety; Withinthe younger students' mWel, failure on a
test is. limited to failure -to4btain additional stars or
tokens.' They do not see test failure 4 personal failure,
other'than that they might have fewer. stars than their-peers. "%

The students do not have a gc,formal'understandinD of the testing ,-

evafitthat includes the .long,-range importance_pf, successful
test performance.

lw
: # .

, ,
. - r- '1.

. is 11.0 until the students:reach the fourth, anc some-

times! 4'th grades, that they, eali:.-e their-game model o he ,,,./001

reStjJ10,Vent is inadeqUTte t ough 1 teacheFs still
present tokens or stars as rew rd for esting, they also re- .

peatedly emphasize.to the rsdents,that a test is an event that
s directly corrected to"p'romotioh. Tke 'reward fat succesuk.
est performance for the student, therefore, becomes .promotion

witpin the' 5,61.001: This does not match with the students'
previoes concepttons of why they have taken tests. The-stu: ,

dents are now faced with the seriousness of teApting as a 1
' o , ' ,--
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dechands or grade,adyancement. The model the t has served'
. them well,previously--tests as gates--iS no loner Functional,
within their new situa,ion:, The students are faced with de-
velOping A new model--fests as an event for promotion--which
they must now utilise thfoughout the rest of their schooling.
At this point observations indicate a change in attitude among
the students as they try td'-.adjust tojtheir new model; .Stu-

dent test anxiety or concern increases. The students now re-
aliie the importance of the testing event as a personal as-
sessment instrument. Student frustration is evident as the
students recognize that the content of the test, rather than
the actions they all4s perform (proper, physical behaviors), is
the most important aspect of taking- attest.

.E. The Teaching of 0Tests: Teacher's Models of the
Testing Event

Teacheis implicitly function with the ideal-typical model
of testing as presented earlier in this study. The teachers
see tests as an objective measurement-of the students' progress
j.n-the classroom and as an nstrument to give the students in-
format ion as to what 'they ve and have not learned.; .0 the
classroom. Following the i al model, the teachers eel the
students should vb.lue school in general and- tests in particular
as processes they must go through in order to achieve success _

in later life. Although the teachers implicitly function with
%.1.0is "image" of the role of testing in school, the situation -

in which they find theMselves seems to cause the teachers to
explicitly develop and present other models of testing to their
students with' their classrooms.

Th; hers seem to functiolfon the assumption that the
children hare their formal level undersiendix of the im-
portant tests. Forpthe tevbers' own educational and pro-
fessiona training, tests have been important instruments and,;
thefefore, Will be the same.or their students. All the teael-
ers admit that they themselves have felt anxious and nervous
when faced with tests in their own liveis. They feel that the
students will also have this concern when,taking a test.

When the teachers ptresAnt a test to the students at Red
lianyon they seem to be functioningcwithin a dichotomy of test-
Thg models. On tote one hant, the teachers accept the-s,ignifi-
canc.g;and importance of tests and therefore function within
the ideal-typical model of testing. On the other hand, the
teachers are faced with a class Of Navajo students that they
sense are "different." elyingon information they themsfelves
have learned in their t?aining'as teachers, they try to adapt
the testing situation to more appropriately meet the needs of
their students.Vopular psycho ogy has taught them the use
orlferant conditAning 'which t utifize-in the 'form of a

.reward system. With the knowle ge that they have experienced
tpst anriety, the.teachers try to alleviate any student inxiety
by presenting the testing situation not as a serious activity,

p
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but rather as a ame e,event with which the students can
be more relaxed. ards, in the form of stars or tokens,
can be used to encourage the stua01*5"10 zeform on the test
and to make the event,less stressful.

The teachers also seem to be using popular concepts
about Native American students they have learned from the
"cial sciences, The teachers see the children as non-competi-,
tive, fexpressionless or unemotional (blank-faced), present-
oriented, unwilling to out"-perform their peers, and coming
from deprived homes. They therefore seem to expect less
the students because of their "Navajo culture." These views_
create a "vacuum ideology",in which the teachers can utilize
social science data rationalize tAeir students' failure,
rather than communicating with their students and posibly'
modifying clksroom techniques., It must be emphasized that.
this is not an indictment atainst'these teachers: The teachers'
are under tremendous professional and institutional Tressures.
They feel the standardized testing situation is unfair to
their students and they are frustrated with their students'
failure. They_therefore utilize the only inf6rmation avail-
able to themtheir past knowledge acquired in teacher-train-
ing programs and popular educationall)and,sozial science liter-
ature.

dilemma the teachers -are faced with causes them to
create different models of test presentation. The-need for
survival in the classroom results in presentation of tests as
game-like events. This does work well with ,the students; they
are eager and enthusiastic when approaching tests. The stu-
dents seem hap'py and even look forward to taking tests,

It_is in regards to the school's standardized test, the
CTBS, that the teachers are forced to change their model when
presenting tests to the students. Teachers are under'pressUres,
for accountability. by both the school in which they function
and from their professiorial training,asAeachers. They ipst .

therefore, present the CTBS as a serious assessment event to-
their students. The use of-rewards the teacher can present to
the students moves from stars and tokens to grade promotion.
The teachers see a rise in student anxiety'wheR facing tests
and feel frustrated and helpless to:alleviate the situation.
The teacheri in the upper grades see their students' test
anxiety .turn to frustration and ultimately apathy as their
students realize the seriousness of tests and their lack,ofg
achievement on them.

F. CoRclusions: Students-and TeachersDichotomous
Testing Models

The following chart illustrates Ole inter-rel .

of student and teacher models of testing. It is ortant to
note that%the teachers and students in the lower- ade levels
function in a complementary way although.they hay different
models for the testing.event. By presenting th- 'proper

k a.
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MODELS OF THE EVENT OF TESTING
AT RED CANYON

leacIters' Model

(Implicit)

Ideal-Typicad

'Important event for
,persoo.al assessment
anti future 'success

Proper

Teachers' Model

f(Explicit)

''Pests `as Games-

Operant Conditioning

0
Cultural Limitations
of Students

1!

Teachers,' Model

(Explicit)

Test as Event for
Promotion

School policy
Teacher professional

.ethicis

Behavioral Rules for Test-Taking

NO talking
No cheating
Proper preparation of paper
No excessive' body movement

Students' Model udents' Model

Tests as Games _rests as Event for Promotion

Inwards, Tokens Stars -Rewards = Grades and' /Advancement
General. student

.and

excitement General student anxiety
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physical behavior, during testing, the students seem to sat-
isfy many of the requirements of the teachers' model, although
the understanding of the reasons behind testing are clearly
-different in both groups. It is not'until the teachers have
to change their model in the later grades, shifting.the empha-
sis from form to content, along with tie reality of failing
presenting itself more strongly in the students'school, life,,

that the students' model becomes dysfunctional. It appears
that, if the teach 's were-not forced to change their model
dge,to institutional and professional pressures, the students
would proceed in their schooling experience with a model of

testing that, a'l'though different in formal understanding, .

would 'nevertheless remairr.approptiate within the context Of

the classroom in which they were participants.

Some of the questions and.implications that arise from

this study are: Do Angib children enter the classroom with
more of a formal understanding of tests and their importance
and doe's this in turn put then "ahead" of Navajo students in

terms of success in-schooling 7'.Will other ethnic or socio-
economic group children respond in a similar manner to the

Navajo children, and, in.turn, are these responses different
from Anglo' children's responses? This,study has sought to
generate a description of the attitudes and perceptions .-sur-
roUnding tests and the process of learning about testing among

.Navajo children. It is hoped that this research can then be

expanded to exarrine other minority and socio-economic groups.
This expanded research can t,hen be, used to produce a more
global picture of perceptions and,attitudinal development
surrounding the process of testing in schooling.

I
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Appendix A .

Pictures used for projection exercise d.pring student in-

terviel,s. All pictures were taken by thck researcher dur-
ing observations in an akl-Navajo boarding school in

56-
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